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Spry Looks for Settlement
Salt Lake City, Utah, Set. 26. "The
movement toward a settlement seems
to the progressing," was all that Governor William Spry would say'after
an
conference with A. L.
Wilde,
representing the miners'
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Saratoga, New York, September 26. SO,"
Sept. 26.The feature
OF of Washington,
Jacob Gould Schurman, president
the census bureau's report issued
of Cornell University, was mention
today on the supply and ditrtrihutloD
ed in gossip about the republican
of cotton for the cotton year 1912,
state convention hall here today as
which ended August 31, waa the indi
a possible candidate for governor of
cation of the south's growth in cotton
'
New York. Arguments
and
over the
General
union,
Attorney
spinning industry.
Barnes. Mr. Wilde had asked the govThe amount of cotton used there
planks" on 'direct nominations and
woman suffrage delayed the report of
ernor to call a meeting of the mine
was, for the first time in the history
on resolutions.
the
of the industry, greater than that
operators with the union leaders. It
Is intimated that. Governor Spry fears LOYAL TROOPS
The convention, when it met about YOUNG
MAN IS BLAMED WITH used in all other states in any one UNITED STATES WILL PROTECT
SHOOT 200 MU11 o'clock today, was to effect a per
such a call would be regarded by the
year, and the number of active spin
TINOUS SOLDIERS AT WU
GRUESOME CRIME COMMITTHOSE WHO CROSS THE
manent organisation and make State
dles operated increased almost half
operators as a request to recognize
TED IN KANSAS
.
CHANG.
,
BORDER
Senator Edgar T. Brackett of Sara
the union. He is said to favor a meet
a million over, the number operated
Mr.
chairman.
After
owners
the
between
last "year.
and
mine
toga permanent
ing
?,
The reportj of the supply and dia
address the prospects were KILLED
their employes instead.
HAD
WHILE
IN
SLEEP
FLA1ED
RECELLD Brackett's
raCAEEFULSOEVElLLAlE
that a recess would be taken and that
tributiQii of ; cotton for the cotton
MANY REFORMS SUGGESTED.
the afternoon would be devoted to con.
year which .ended August 31, shows
THEY WILL NOT BE ALLOWEOr
Boston, Sept 26. Postal reforms, GENERAL LI YUEN HENG MAKES sideration of the platform. This would MAN. WOMAN AND THEIR DAUGH the total supply to have been
leave tomorrow free for the nominaan international; conference on the
TER BEATEN TO DEATH
SHORT WORK OF THE
running bales; Innings,
TO RETURN TO VEXED
coat of living and uniformity of ac
tions.
net Imports
The
roa
appoint
WITH CLUB
CONSPIRATORS.
REPUBLIC
ed to consider the planks suggested
tion in the matter of consular insumption, ,367,671; in cotton growing
for the, platform was in session until
voices were the topics listed for disstates, 2,712,C22;' in all other rtates,
2,655,049;
cussion by delegates to the Interna-tiona- f LEAVES
NO
exports, 10,681,758; stocks HBHIEGES ARE MMM
THE GATES
OPEN after 3 o'clock this mornjng and plan- SHOWS
JPERTUEBATION held,
ned to make a report to the full com1,623,86; by manufacturers in
Congress of Chambers of Comcommon states, 241,704; in all ether
merce today.
mtitee before the convention met to
t
SUSPECTED.
YOUTH
APPEARS etatts, 629,895? in
The subject was presented to the WHEN THE MUTINEERS ENTER day.
independent ware COMMUNICATION WITH PEARSONNOT TO BE SURPRISED
HIS MEN POUR SHOT
CUT OFF BY BANDS OF
houses In cotton states, 445,555; in
.
in a report by Alfred
congress
all other states, 108 )25: held else
WHEN ARRESTED
INTO THEM
REBELS
George, vice president of the ChamSMITH FOR GOVERNOR.
where, 198,092; active cotton spinber of Commerce of Geneva, SwitzHartford, Conn., Sept. 26. Herbert
dles, 30,312,730; H cotton states. 11,- erland.
Professor Irving Fisher of ; Wu Chang, China, Sept. 26. More Knox Smith, former United States
26. Ot,to
WeHington. KJuv Sept.
Washington, Sept 26. The state
5S5.S39; in othsr nfates, 18.720,891.
was
Yale, read a report on the desirabil- than 200 mutinous soldiers were sum- commissioner of corporations,
MoKnelly, 21 years old, was arrested
department 'and the department of
ity of an international conference on marily executed without the formal nominated for governor of Connecti- here last
justice have decided to regard Mex
night on the charge of havcut by acclamation at the progressive
prices and cost of living.
ican rebels who flee across the line
ity of court martial by the loyal
ing murdered his father, mother and
state convention.
The etate plat- sister in a tent one mile east of this
to the United States and surrender
troops commanded
by General Li
GREECE
IS
HAD
Yuan Heng in consequence of the out- form favore the direct primary in town Tuesday night McKnelly and
or are captured by American troopa
WAR
NICARAGUA
as proper- subjects for internment,
break that occurred among tho sol- .state affairs, presidential preferen- his daughter were dead when a neighdiers encamped beyond the walls of tial primary, the initiative, referen- bor called at the tent Wednesday
were the coldiers of France
justaa
AT
THE
TURKS
who made their way into Switzerland
the city on Tuesday, rue lemaiider dum and recall,- woman suffrage and morning. Mirs. McKnelly died in a
- IS BEARING
END of the mutineers fled into ihe open a workman's compensation act.
war.
during the Franco-Prussiahospital , at 8 o'clock last night. The
son, a car repairer, was missing from
They will not be subjected to excountry.
Apology because tradition unless for crimes committed
his work
two hours near midnight demands
The mutineers were all cavalrymen
fired
troops
grecian
in Mexico without reference to miliThis was about the
Tuesday
night.
'
AC- and numbered more than 2,000. They ELECT
ADMIRAL
SOUTHER LAND
DEMOCRATS; time the
SHIP.
had arranged with the artillerymen
tary duty. The fugitives will be kept
McKnellys were murdered.
CEPTS
THE SURRENDER
under surveillance and expected to
no
emo
quartered insde the walls to join In
showed
OF GENERAL MENA.
Young McKnelly
Greece, Sept. 2C. A vigor refrain from further hostilities durthe movement, but the gunners failed
KILL PROSPERITY tion when arrested and he not even ousAthens,
protest against thQ firing by
26. General to keep their promise.
Washington,
inquired at the hospital about the con- Turkish troopa on the Greek steamer ing their stay in this country.
Sept.
"
General
was
warned of .tht
'
dition of his mother. He is unable to Rouneli at Samos a few
Mena, leader of the Nicaraguan revodays ago Is
f
Communication Is Cut Off
lutionists, is to- be- - sent to Panama mutineers' plot He permitted the PRESIDENT TAFT TH'NKS REPUB- explain where he was while he was to be made by the Greek minister at
as
to
be
had
been
opened,
Mex., Sept 26,-- Railwayunder guard of American sailors and city gates
absent from his work Tuesday night.
Juarez,
LICAN DEFEAT WOJLD BE
uonstantinopie. The Greek govern ana
Mr. and Mrs, McKnelly each carried ment
marines., American Minister Woitzel arranged by the conspirators, and a
teiegrapn communication was.
UNFORTUNATE
ordered the minister today io
of
mutineers
cut early today with Pearson ; the
numbering fifty,
$1,000 life Insurance payable to each demand
reported to the state department to body
the severe punishment of tne American lumber center onthe Mexovent of tho death of offenders as well as an
day that Rear Admiral Southerland who were to seize important points,
Bevelry, 4fa- - Sept. 2(1. -- President other. In the
expression of
were
and
Bitot
iuuuttlately
had accepted the surrender of Mena
Taft has sent a telegram to H. W. both of them .and their daughter Otto regret by the Turkish government. ico Northwestern railroad, 153 'miles
southwest of this border point. The
and "00 followers at midnight Sep- down. The others, on hearing the Dearborn, chairman of the executive McKnelly
would get the money. The
payment of damages for injury wires
aire only operating to Casasr
tember 24. His capture Is taken to firing, followed in and severe fight- committee of the Commercial Trav- When the warrant was read to the done to the steamer
and compensasubGrandea
and between that point and
indicate the colTapse of the revolu- ing resulted in the defeat of the muti- els' Soimd
man
he
last
calmly
night
young
tion for the loss of some personal
Money league, now in sestions and his removal to Panama neers.
sion in New York, expressing the mitted to arrest and permitted him- baggage of the Grek passengers a'so Pearson bridges were burned by a
detachment . of the 600 'rebels who-probably means, exile.
opinion that business unrest result self to be handcuffed. He corrected are to be claimed"..'
Chin.
at
Au
Riots
for
name
Officials here believed General Mena
many days have been threatenif the democratic party Is victorious the Bheriff in pronouncing the
26. Violent
' be.
China,
to attack Pearson, which is deAmoy,
Sept.
of
was
one
to
the
who
that
be
ing
his
of
requested
sister,
permitted
iu the coming election. The telegram
fended by 450 federal, troops.
Bulgaria Is Peeved.
surrender to Admiral Southeirland for riots in which many Chinese who had In part is as follows1:
persons murdered.
Rebels in broad daylight burned a
fear of summary action at the hands cut off their queues were killed, are
26. The
Sofia,
Bulgaria,
Sept.
The crime was committed with a
"The league has done so much
three miles below Casas
frontier
of the Nicaraguan federals and the reported from An Chin in the interior
between
Turkish
and
bridge
s
fights
McKnel-ly'and
a
utbaseball
bat
pistol
good in the past that it is of the
where much federal cavai-r- y
admiral doubtless thought it advisable of the province of Fu Kien.
were
soldiers
to
called
Grandes,
Bulgarian
the
most importance, that its Influence
clothes, found in a locker where
The
located.
is
to get the rebel out of the country
attention
the
destroy
of
Turkish
government
blood
was
had
spots
should be exerted in another nation- he
employed,
THREE MEN KILLED.
200 feet long. No fe3- was
ed
as soon as possible.
today
nearly
Bulgaria,
by
on
them.
.
on
al
whi?h
of
the
issue
campaign,
Kansas City, Mo., Sepa. 26. Three
Granada is now completely under
The Bulgarian government declar- era! troops attempted to prevent t!i
men were killed and several injured largely depends, in my judgment, the
control of United States forces. Coned
that the Turkish troops had fre- rebels.
head-ocollission
between a continuance of the great, era of prosCAPTAIN DAY RETURNS.
A courier arrived today at Casar
ditions are reported pitiful in the ex- in a
fired On Bulgarian outposts
quently
City Southern perity, high wages and good profits,
London, Sept. 26. Captain Thomas
Grandes
treme. The inhabitants face famine north bound" Kansas
reporting that no attack had
had
killed men at Hamambunar,
which is now opening to tha people Fleming Day of New York, command- and
been made on Pearson, but that three
in consequence of their long isola- passenger train and a switch engine
where
from
had
occurred
shooting
I ask the business er of
of this country.
the motor boat Detroit, which
tion. Red Cross provisions have been on the eastern outskirts of Kansas
groups of rebels were operating near
men of this country what encourage- crossed the Atlantic and proceeded several points on the Turkish side.
today.
City
the town. It is believed that the 600
distributed with the greatest haste.
AH three were switchmen f Kan- ment they will find and what new to St. Petersburg, is back in London.
rebels have been
It is not thought that General Zele-doby groups
investments they feel like making if He says he intends to organize an
from both the east and west
and hi eforces will attempt to hold sas City. They stood on the footarise from their beds on the international motor boat race in BRYAN FEELS
out now that the head of the revolu- board of the switch engine when the they
It was reported that General An
sixth day of November next and learn 1913 from New York to Paris. CapThe
locomotives
collided.
engineer
tonio Rabago, with 500 federal cav
tion has given tip.
that-thdemocratic party vill after tain Day adds that the Automobile
and fireman of the switch engine
alry, had begun, a march from
Club of France, James Gordon Benwere slightly bruised. The passen- the fourth of March, 191.5 ba in
OPTIMISTIC
to Pearson, only 25 miles discontrol of the exeu. 'e, the nett and
trainx was an inbound suburban
the
French
governger
possibly
No
tant
fighting has been reported- MORGAN ASKED
train from Independence. No pas- senate and the house of representa- ment, will give trophies.
senger was Injured. A misunder- tives?
STATES
TODAY THAT WILSON
Rebels Lose In Vera Cruz.
No one can summarize the extent
of orders caused the collisstanding
CARRY EVERY
WILL
Mexico City, Sept. 26, Trapped on
TO TESTIFY ion.
of the canges that would be effected
STATE.
the bank of a canyon near Orizaba,
in our economic system by such a re- WHITMAN EXPECTS TD
in the state of Vera Cruz, a band of
sult except from what, has happened
Reno, Nev., ,;Sept. 26. William J. 70 rebels, commanded by Maximo Be'i- TO
LEADING CAPITALIST
TELL SNEED EXPECTED -in the past. The tariff would then
GET A CONVICTION Bryan entered Nevada today and will
. ABOUT
THOSE CAMPAIGN .V
lo, was practically wiped out yester-da- v
be revised on democratic principles
make speeches' todaiy ' at Virginia
bv a slightly" superior: force a'
CONTRIBUTIONS
"as. shown by the democratic bills of
Carson City and Reno. ;
government troops, according to oin-ci- al
the last .sessions of congress and our NEW YORK PROSECUTOR CONFI- - City,
"I do not concede a single state
Washington, Sept. 26. J. Pienpout
report received here today..
wbolo. ecoriomto ' system
changed.
DENT OF RESULT OF THE ;
to
either Taft or Roosevelt," said the
MAN
TO
ACCUSED
MURDERS
OF
asked
was
be''
bodies of thirty rebels were? '
The
Morgan
today
by telegraph
halted,; business ;. .
Prosperity would
BECKER TRIAL.
;
democratic campaigner when he found after the fight and some 20 rebTELL STORY OF THE
to testify on Seirtcmber .10 before the
would be impaired and !the demand
reached Reno.
"Wilson and Mar- els were seen to topple into the canSHOOTINGS.
senate invesClapp committee of
for labor would ehow a marked falling
New York, Sep! 26. District Atshall .will make a clean sweep and yon, say war department reports. Altigating campaign funds. Cornelius
off."
torney Whitman, professing
great will carry every state in the union."
N. Bliss, Jr., Ormsby Mcllarg, C. C.
Amarillo, Tex., Sept. 26. The posthough the federal commander stated
satisfaction with the result of the
that the fight continued two hours,,
Tegethoff and William Ixeb, Jr. have sibility that John Beal Sneed might
examination of witnesses at Hot
Mr. Morgan take the stand in the habeas corpus
been asked to follow.
THORNE DIED GAME.
he
placed his own loss at only
York
New
in
arrived
today
TO CELEBRATE springs
will be the first witness and Mr. Lo- b hearing today brought a la'rge crowd
26. "The
Salt
Lake
This band of rebels
City,
Sept
from the southwest confident the
will be heard after Colonel Roofcevelt to the court room. Increased vigito have proclaimed Manuel
trial of Lieutenant Becker, charged gamest man I ever saw die," was the
on October 4.
lance was noticeable on the part of
TEDDY'S BIRTHDAY with the murder of the gambler, eulogy pronounced upon young Harry
Mexican ambassador to Wash- the officers charged with examining
Thome
Thorne
this
after
morning!
lngton, president.
Rosenthal, would go on October 7.
for weapons, those who sought enGeneral Auguilar, who is operatlng-I- n
Morgan "Sends Regrets"
"I have corroborated
main had been shot to death at the state
the
Fas-BeWOULD-BPRESIDENT
New York, Sept. 26- .- J. Pierpout trance to the court.
THE
for
of
the
murder
the same region, also has proGeorge
points do Sam Schepps' story," said prison
The possibility ,of calling Sneed to
CAME! INTO THE WORLD
ho!d-two
store
claimed
in
Calero president. The am-a
Morgan will be unable to testify begrocery
Mr. Whitman, "and the defense was
OCTOBER 27.
fore the Clapp committee on 'Septem- the stand depended upon the necesdisclaims
bassador
any sympathy
not able to shake us to any material years ago,
ber 30. He has received the tele- sity of Introducing evidence to show
The
took place at 6:34 with these movements. Maximo Belief
execution,
degree.
New York, Sept. 26. The birthday
o'clock. Thome's request that news has been raiding haciendas and
graphic request from the committee, that Sneed shot Al G. Boyce, Jr., on
but it was learned authoritatively their first meeting. Attorneys for the of Theodore Roosevelt will be celethe towns in the vicinity of Orizaba for
paper! men be excluded from
here today that the' date selected con- state, In an effort to defeat the is- brated as "Founders Day" In honor of
Attorney Offered Nomination
death chamber'and the scene of the the last ten days and on Wednesday
He suance of the habeas corpus, cited the founding of the progressive parflicts with another engagement.
New York, Sept. 26. When District execution was granted, but his plea of last week his band carried off a
will, however, it was said, be glad to authorities to supporj; their conten- ty by women In all parts of the coun- Attorney Whitman reached his office to meet nis fate with open eyes did wealthy matron and a judge from La
appear before the committee later in tion, that unless the killing occurred try who are working in behalf of the today after returning from Hot not avail as it was feared that the rena, vera uruz, ior wnom iney
on the first meeting the law provid- new party, according to an announce- Springs, Ark., he found on his desk gaze of their victim might disconcert
ransom.
the week.
Late today Chairman Clapp received ed that the defendant must be held ment today at progressive , uational a sheaf of telegrams from friends at the official marksmen.
By way a
a telegram from J. Plerpont Morgan on a charge of murder on the first de- headquarters. United States Senator Saratoga, who inquired whether he indulgence Tborae was permitted to
Still Recovering Gold.
Joseph M. Dixon oi Montana has au- would permit the use of his name be view all the preparations for execuDouglas, Ariz:, Sept. 20. The EI
saying the financier could appear be- gree without baih
John Blanton was the first witness thorized Mrs. Medill McCormick or fore the republican state convention tion and the bandage was not placed Tigre company, whose property was?
fore the commission on October 4 or
to begin
a country-wid- e
He testified that he had been Chicago
as a candidate for governor should over his eyes until the, firing order looted by Salazar's rebels two week
5, inasmuch aa other engagements today.
made; his attendance on September 30 employed to guard Sneed's children movement for formal observance oi conditions warrant. Mr. Whitman did was about to be. given. Although only ago, has now received more than half
It te un- in his early twenties, Thorne had of the silver bullion taken from the
impossible. - Colonel Roosevelt Is to and offered corroborative testimony October 2S. The colonel's birthday not reply to the messages.
of the la October 27, out this year it fallt derstood he had not made up his mind served sentences In California prisbe heard on October 4, according to relative to the movements
Sneeds iti the last few months.
on Sunday.
ons before his crime here.
(Continued on Page Four
definitely on the subject
,
present plans.
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THEM.
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One
Kv..' Sent. 26.
hundred striking miners, armed with
magazine rifles, held up and attacked
a train at the Roserun iron mines in
Bath county late yesterday, according
to advices received here today. The
strikers lined up on both sides of the
track and challenged the guards on
the train, 10 in mimher, to a battle.
The engineer was ordered to run
the train through the lines of armed
men. Aa he did so the strikers fired
on the guards' car, but, as it was pro
tected by iron plates no one was hit.
After the train had run out of the
immediate range, the 10 guards fired
several volleys in the direction taken
by the strikers. So far as known
none of the strikers was hurt. As a
it is likely that
result of this hold-utroops will be required by the mine
owners.
A recent request was refused by Governor McCreary.
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Virginia Still Troubled.
Charleston, W. Ya., Sept. 26. Although surrounded in the mountains
by soldiers under Lieutenant A. G.
Bell of Company I, First infantry, the
party which last night fired on an
outpost at Keeferton, W. Va., succeeded in breaking through the lines.
Bloodhounds reached the scene of the
skirmish early today, and, finding;
a trail, followed it further into the
mountains, but reports from military
headquarters gave no encouragement
that a capture would be effected.
Governor Glasscock continued his
efforts to bring peace to the disturbed coal country today. It was stated
that attorneys for the mine guards,
imprisoned, at the order of the miliwould, upon the
tary commission,
governor's advice, withdraw the court
proceedings looking to the release of
the guards. This action, it was stated, followed a conference in which
the governor quoted decisions to
show that his position was sustained
by the courts when portions of Colorado and Idaho were under martial
Wes

law.
Utah Men Look for Peace.
Bingham, Utah, Sept. 26. Hopes of

the copper miners on strike here for
speedy settlement are stronger today than at any previous time. According to the leaders, they are pinning their faith on proving themselves so completely in command of
the siitnation that the operators will
be forced to terms.
This morning J. E. Hendricks, representing the Railway Switchmen of
America, arrived here with the announcement that his organization
had voted to give active aid to the
strikers. Heretofore the switchmen
have taken a neutral stand. The
switchmen, it is claimed, will help
greatly to tie up railroad operations
if an attempt is made to break the
etrike.
From President
Moyer of the
Western Federation of Miners, J. C.
Lowney received a telegram today
to the effect that the miners in Nevada would give any aid desired by
the Bingham union. Moyer is expected to .return here in a few days.
"Wo do not want trouble," said Mr.
Lowney, "but we don't intend to
etand by and see the Utah Copper
company resume operations without
granting our demands."
Efforts were resumed today by A.
I,. Wildo, in charge of the strikers
at Salt Lake City, to get a conference
with D, C. Jackling, general manager
of the Utah Copper company.
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yeha E. Pinkham's Vegeta
Ue Compound Restored
Mrs. Geens Health
Her Own Statement,

TEACHERS

.

-

Vs. Y

Ma"

four medicine has
Covington,
It Is Jane me more good than all the doc
,,,,,,,
tor a medicines. At
that
now
to announqe
possible
every monthly period
Hi.
J.
through the efforts of Professor
I had to stay in bed
of
of
Agricul
the
College
Vaughan
four days because of
of
ture and Mechanic Arts, secretary
and
hemorrhages,
the New Mexico branch of the Amerimy back was so weak
I could hardly walk.
can School Peace league, Dr. David
I have been taking
Starr Jordan, president of Leland
Lydia E. Pinkham's
one of the
Albuquerque,, N. M., Sept. 26.

Stanford university and
foremost advocates of peace la the
world, will be present at Albuquerque
on the evening of November 6. His
subject will be "The Fight Against
War." Perhaps, the association has
nevei; had a more prominent lecturer
and educator than Dr Jordan and no
teacher In the state can afford to
miss hearing him.
Dr. D. K. Phillips of Denver univer
sity, and member of the board of education of the city of Denver, will
spend the entire time of the siession
with the teachers of the New Mexico
Educational association, and will g&ve
several addresses Including one on
"The Measure of Greatness." His
practical knowledge of school administration will make him a valuable
participant In all the discussions).
Superintendent W. A. Poore, president of the association, will deliver
the annual president's address on Friday morning, September 9. His subject will be "The Recognition of
Teaching as a Profession." :
The following sections have completed their programs and filed copies with the secretary of the association;, the elementary schools; high
schools and colleges; city and town
superintended ; county superintendIndian
ents; commercial teachers;
school teachers; music and 'drawing
supervisors; school peace league. A
committee of members of women's
clubs is working up Interest In a
school and honie association section.
Superintendent White has in prepara- -

Vegetable

Com-

pound and now I can
stay up and do my
work. I think it is
the best medicine on earth for women."
Mrs. Jennie Gheen, Covington, Mo.

How Mrs. Clme Avoided
.
Operation

can say
at
Brownsville, Ind.-- "I
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
has done me more good than anything
else. One doctor said I must be operated upon for a serious female trouble
and that nothing could help me but an
v
operation.
had
hemorrhages and at times
"I
could not get any medicine to stop them.
I got in such a weak condition that I would
have died if I had not got relief soon.
" Several women who had taken your
Compound, told me to try it and I did
and found it to be the right medicine to
build up the system and overcome
female troubles.
" I am now in great deal better health
than I ever expected to be, so I think 'I
Mrs. 0. M.
ought' to thank you for
Cline, S. Main St, Brownsville, Ind.
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The Teddy Bear Coat
No. 601

Coat

Semi-Fitte- d

1

No. 668

831

Going home from Church in their beautiful Wooltex clothes
The Symphony Out No. 658
The Bead Street Suit No. 804

The Robespierre Suit No. 818
The Eaiex Suit No. 831

The Madeleine Coat No. 78S
The Muffler Collar Coat No. 753

The truest coat and suit values
Outer garments of ths highest type at mcdsrats prices

.

ing; also to presidents of boards of
directors and boards of education,
calling attention to the Importance of
the meeting and urging that teachers
be allowed to attend without loss of
pay. In many cases, where funds allow, boards may pay expenses of
teachers in whole or in part.
e
Superintendent - John Milne,
local secretary of the association says that booklets will be Issued giving names and locations of hotels
and rooming houses with prices of
.
. ..
a
a- .
i
jt :
ii
meals and lodging. Every train into
cussed at the meeting of the educa- Albuquerque will be1 met by guides
Institute workers with large badges, who will escort
tional council.
stlH,iMst la informal discussions of teachers to Btopplng places.
The Commercial club of Albuquertopics touching their work, under
Superintendent White's leadership.
que has given assurance that adeThe faculty quartette of the New
meeting! places for all general
Mexfico Normal school, Silver City, quate
sessions will be providsection
and
Hub-bell,
consisting 'of Misses Marjorie
ed free of charge to the association.
Elizabeth Ward, Jean Forsythe
Manufacturing plants will gladly aland Nina light, will be present and
as- low teachers to visit plants while In
of
the
sessions
the'
at
general
sing
Albuquerque, and no pains will be
sociation. The oratorical association will hold spared to make the stay of the teach
the annual contest In oratory among ers pleasant and profitable.
Four banners will be awarded by
high schools and colleges- on ThursNew Mexico Journal of Education
the
day light, November 7. Miss Ross,
as follows: One to the
counties
to
Is
there
that
writes
the secretary,
more than the usual Interest in these county having the largest enrollment
contests this year and many scnools in the association; one to the couin-t(outside of Benalillo) aaving tue
will participate.
November 9, largest number of enrolled mev.'jers
On Saturday night,
the inauguration of Dr. David R. in attendance at the meeting; one to
of enBoyd as president of the University the county whose delegations
the
travels
members
greatest
roled
of New Mexico will take place. Many
of the teachers of the state have had aggregate number of miles; anl out.
the pleasure, during the past sum to the county whose delegation of camer, of meeting Mr. Boyd, and as rolled members travels the greatest
many as can do so are urged to re- average number of miles. Every
main for the Inauguration exercises. county has, therefore, a chanca to tie
Representatives fit leading univer- known as a Banner county.
R. R. Larkin of East Lss Vc,jas
will he present
sities and colleges
'
has taken up the matter of railroad
and speak on this occasion.
Superintendent White has written rates and it is safe to say triat the
to the president of all boards of re- lowest possible rates will be secured.
gents of state educational Institutions In the past the association a'ja had
urging that instructors be slowed every encouragement from the railtime off to attend the N. M. E. A. roads in the state and It is probable
with no deduction from salary on ac- that on some roads the rare will b9
count of such attendance. He has as low as one fare, while on others,
also written" boards of school com- it will be one and one-- f if tl, .Those
missioners asking! them to pay ex planning to attend the assocaition
of county superintendents should communicate witn Mr. Larkin
penses1
while attending the association meet- or the secretary. It is urged also that

superior quality that enables us to give
the extraordinary guarantee of two

Like all Wooltex garments, these
the greatest style
from suggestions
in
America,
experts
and models submitted by Madame
Savarie, head of the Wooltex Fashion
Bureau in Paris.

it"

were designed by

full seasons' satisfactory service.
Go to The Store That Sells Wool-

...Thus you can get, in buying a
I

'

combined to make styles so attractive
and distinguished that men and women
everywhere admire them.
Look at the illustrations.

No. 650

Albu-querqu-

1

custom tailor would sew it.
You will get a garment, so carefully
inspected before it left our workrooms
that you may be sure of its superior
goodness. It is the certainty of

;

The styles that are coming in

w
The Service Suit
No. 668

ill
The Sarojr Suit
No. 630

Yet, despite the high quality of
materials and workmanship the care
and fineness of finish you can obtain
Wooltex coats and suits at moderate
prices. ) For as little as 25.00 you can buy
a Wooltex coat or suit that is the
equal of many unknown garments
priced at $35.00 or" even 40.00. It
is the efficiency of production that
gives you thi3 advantage when you
get a Wooltex suit or coat.

Note well the grace of line the
.charming silhouette of each garment.
When your coat or suit bears the
Wooltex-label- ,
you know that the
charm of its style will last, for every
bit of material is pure silk or pure
wool
every stitch is sewn as the best

w

;

Note the pure silk linings, the
shields at the armholes ; the soft canvas
interlining; the melton lined collar.
These are but four of the twenty-seve- n
distinct pints of superiority of
'
Wooltex over other garments.

Wooltex coat or suit, the work of the
best designers of Europe and America,

Tie Walking Coat

Is

tex in your own city and see these
Examine them carefully.
garments.
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The Carlton Suit
N o. 810
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THE H. BLACK COMPANY1
!
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The garment s on this page show the Styles
Arc Coming In.

That

Wooltex Styles are fresh and authoritative aa
veil as attractive; and thus give you many months
of additional style leadership.
Try on a fail Wooltex suit or coat. Let the
mirror tell you its own story of how you look in
the new fall fashions.
You will congratulate yourself upon the day
when first you became a wearer of these superior,
these refined, these Wooltex Garments.
WrltetoThe H.BlacIrConumny, Cleveland,
Ohio, for the Wooltex Book for fall -- "The
'
Styles Coming In," handsomely illustrated.
See the garments themselves la your own city at

f- -
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The Store That Sells
Wooltex

777

The New Glengarry Coat
No. 777

:

coats

The Kremlin Coat
No. 646

suits

V 980

skirts

The Glenirarry Suit
No. 986

The

Ssst

RcKt-n- t

No. B22

In this city, ours is
The Store That Sells Wooltex

Ugh! Not Calomel, Oil, or Salts,
But Delicious "Syrup of Figs"
.

GIVE YOUR STOMACH,. LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS A THOROUGH CLEANSING WITHOUT GRIPE OR NAUSEA. ENDS HEADINDIGESTION AND CONSTIPATION.
ACHE, BILIOUSNESS,

This wonderful fruit laxative acts
a liver and bowel cleanser tonic
not as an irritant, na ayuuu is
natural and gentle no griping. It is
delicious no dreading. It is positive
and prompt no waiting,
if your stomach is sour and filled
with vile gases, your head aches, or
you are bilious, nervous, dizzy, half
sick, your tongue coated, your thirty
feet of bowels clogged with waste not
off don't . wait.
properly can-leSurely take a teaspoonful of delicious
Syrup of Figs tonight, and in the mor
ning all constipated waste, sour bile,
K'isw and polHons will move on and
out of the system, .gently but
griping no nausa no
;wcalsii:f:s. In tie old days ipeople
as

o

let these matters run until they need
ed a large dose of physic, then they
took somethjing severe, like icastor
oil, salts or cathartics, that meant
abuse t the bowels. These are
the days of the gentle and natural
the days of Syrup of Figs. This way
you are not drugging yourself. Syr
up, of Figs being composed entirely
of luscious figs, senna and aromatlcs
can not cause injury.
Ask your, druggist for "Syrup of
Figs and "Elixir of Senna," and look
for the name, California Fig Syrup
Company on the label. This is the
genuine old reliable. Any other so-called Fig Syrup is an imitation, often meant to deceive yon, Refuse
such with contempt.
,

you all bring the matter to the atten- question as to whether the second
tion ot your local agent so that he week In November Is the best time
will begin early to ask for rates from or not. This yiear New MexSco is in
line with Kansas, Nebraska and other
his point
The question of making Albuquer- Important states which hold their
que the permanent place of meeting meeting at the same time. Some
will Ibe brought uo and all are Incited states like Michigan hold thei' sesto send an expression of opinion on sion during the first week in Novem-

$80,000,000,00

this point to the secretary previous
to the time of tho meeting. What
do you thiink of it? The members of
the executive committee as well as
several of the officers of the association, believe that the best Interests of
the association require a permanent
and central meeting placp. In this
connection also may be wised the

that about
wages la lost annually to the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means losti
Is expensive.
wages and doctoring
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
It will stop the cough, and
promptly
heal and sooth the sore and Inflamed
t!r JDMasrcs. O. O. Schafer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

ed changes.
The executive committee desires
that no athlotic contests or games be
held so as to conflict with any meeting, general or section, of the associv
ation.'

ber.

Also the constitution of the New
Mexico Educational association is in
need of revision. At its meeting last
June tho executive committee asked
the secretary to submit a draft of a
new constitution. This will be done
at the coming meeting and the secretary asks for BUnctiUons as to need

Dr.
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Earners
Sadler estimates
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that dt would be Impossible for a hos
tile fleet to gain entrance to the
harbor. A single shell from each
of the 150 big guns would be sufficient thoroughly to wreck downtown
111
New1 York, while it would be a simple
matter for the submarines to torpedo
the subways and tubes ur.Ue the
river, all within a period of five min
utes. In spite of this, however. New
York is planning to malw this war
WILL GATHER
IN
NEW YORK vessel show a greater gala occasion
HARBOR NEXT MONTH
than ever.

1EHESA61

ILL
5

PAGADE

LEET

MANY

New York Women's

BIG SHIPS

Big

Feet

That New York and not Chicago
New York, Sept. 26. The
greatest women have the largest feet and that
gathering of American warships yet they Bhould be proud of it, is the
attempted which will far exceed the statement now made. Moreover it is
collection of sea fighters that
passed made by a New York woman who
before the Emperor William at the adds that only Washington can ap
recent review of the German
navy proach New York In this respect.
is to take place here next month, and While New York has long been noted
Interest is, already keen over the for its boast of having the
biggest
promised spectacle. Altogether 127 in every line from skyscrapers to
warBhips will be in line on the Hud- - graft 'scandals, there is considerable
son river. Of these thlry-fou- r
will doubt as to whether this particular
be battleships, as compared to twenty-t- title is to be desired. By some it' is
wo
taking part In the German re- believed that it Is simply an expresview.
Thirty-twn
of these will be sion of the
rivalry befirst class dreadnoughts, or all big tween this city and Chicago, but if
gun ships, and th,e total number of such is the case the Windy City wowelve inch guns will be 148 or 1us men are likely to make no contest.
100 more than
Germany was able to In defense of her claim, Its author
snow, in addition Uncle Sam's fleet says: "I am glad the
deliwill boast eight 13 inch gnns. Aside cate limbed creature is about to pass
from ha baatleshlps four armored from our midst.
She is a pretty
cruisers, four cruisers, twenty on, thing to look upon in her own way.
special type vessels, six naval militia She Is wistful and dreamy-eyed- ,
but
de- aa a mother and a genuine companion
vessels, six colliers, twenty-sistroyers, sixteen torpedo boats and she generally makes a( failure. The
ten submarines will go to make up modern athletic girl is bringing about
the enormous fighting fleet, while a regeneration ot her kind. Walking,
the crews will probably total over playing golf, tennis and out of door
25,000 men.
The two biggest ships sports generally gives women a nice,
wil be the Arkansas and the Wyom- healthy big foot which would make
ing, the newest battleships in the tho man who refuses to give his seat
navy, of 26,000 tons each. What sich in a street car to her sit up and take
a fleet could do to New York's fam- notice provided it were brought down
ous sky line is a matter of much con upon his own accidentally." This is
jecture but one which is unlikely one use for large feet calculated to
ever to be proven since experts hold make them popular with the fair sex,
o

well-know-

tiny-foote-

x
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if anything can, which seems doubtful.
Prosperity Is Extended.
In the opinion of experts here general prosperity and an Increased volume of business throughout the country are inevitable results of the fact
that the United States is growing
more of every Important crop this
year than at any time during the
past half decade. This is true not
only of the great staples such as
corn, wheat and oats which are relied upon to provide a surplus for export but also of crops of which a
full supply is not grown at home
and in which the domestic demand
nw'st he satisfied in part by imporIn the case of sugar, for
tations.
example, of which only about, half

the rapid increase of prosperity."
Gloomy Outlook for Election Night
That election night this year may
be filled with gloom is now the fear
of a very large number of New Yorkers. Their forebodings, however, have
nothing to do with the defeat or
election of any particular candidate.
The gloomy ones compose that part
of the city's population and it is a
large one who make the general Jollification on election night second only to the New Year's Eve orgie where
champagne literally flows like water. Their forebodings are inspired
by an unofficial announcement that
hotel and restaurant
waiters who
strucK unsuccessfully this summer
have selected election night as the
moment for another
psychological
the nation's requirements are pro- strike, in which, backed by cooks,
duced on American
soil and for chambermaids and all other kinds ot
which approximately $100,000,000 a help, they hope to be successful. As
year is sent to foreign countries, re- tills would mean neither food nor
ports Indicate that the amount grown drinks could be secured in the great
'I(n
the 'United States will be far caravansaries of the Great White
in excess ot any previous year. Way which find this night one of
While the sugar beet harvest is only the most profitable of the year, the
beginning the indications are for a rumor Is causing widespread consterbanner yield and a high sugar con- nation. For this reason managers of
tent. It seems probable that nearly many large hotels have characterized
a billion and a half pounds of sugar the threat as nothing but "bluff."
wil be made this year from beets Nevertheless they admit that they
grown in the United States with a have no guarantee again&t" strikes
In"
the and that they are well aware that a
corresponding decrease
amount that must be sent abroad to large number of their employes bepay for the foreign grown product. long to the union which Is seeking
About the only
This is largely in excess of any pre- altered conditions.
vious yield and shows that this in- persons who wall not feel disgruntled
dustry with the encouragement and at the prospect of being unable to
protection it has received from ihe make a Roman holiday out ot elec
government has increased more than tion night will be the
1,600 per cent in the past dozen years who apparently are in the minority.
With similar conditions prevailing In But an election night without a gen
almost all crops,' It appears inevit- eral jollification and the consumption
able that the nited States will ac of much liquid refreshment would
quire a more favorable trade balance be a novelty such as New York has
and be In a much stronger position not known in years.
in Its trade relations with European
Farm in White Light District
What is probably the strangest
countries than it has been for several
years past, a condition conductive to farm in the country has just been dis
.

'

'or Maxwell till I Die'

The Home of the
i

i

tunokin Pa"
r

s what you will be singing
after. leaving; Haxwell on

THREE

1912.

26,

covered on Broadway In the heart of
one of the city's most congested sec
tions, and the realization that vegetables are flourishing! In the district
long accepted as the center of bright
lights and gayety has served to ac
centuate in a surprising manner the
cosmopolitan life of the city. The
farm In question is located in the
neighborhood of One Hundred and
Twenty-fiftstreet which next to tne
downtown financial district is one of
the most thickly populated business
sections of the ctly. Cpriou3ly enough
although it has just been discovered,
its owner has ben raising garden
truck for discriminating customers on
the small patch for nine years. Most
of his customers come over from the
fashionable Riverside Drive district
in expensive automobiles and follow
him around as he picks the vegetables they desire. The prices paid
are good and the thrifty owner
saves himself the fee of the commission man and of transportation as
well. There is only one crop whl:h
he has been unable to raise successfully and that is onions, and during
the nine years the only baa season
was caused by the bursting) of a sew- pipe which flooded everything out.
Otherwise the unique farm, surround
ed by busy stores, theaters and factories and passed by trolley lines has
been extremely successful and has
withstood the commercial advance
which has led to the general Impres
sion that such a thing aa a truck farm
in one of New York's busiest dis
trict; was an impossibility.
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UPSET,

BILIOUS,
SICK7

No Headache,

CASCARETS

Biliousness,

or Constipation

bad Taste
by

Morning
Are you keeping your bowels, liver
and stomach, clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a

passageway through these alimentary
or drainage organs every few days
with salts, Cathartic Pills, 'castor oil
or Purgative Waters.
Let
Stop having a bowel wash-daCascarets thoroughly cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the un
sour and 'fermenting food
digested,
and foul gases, take the exoesa bile
frim the liver and carry out of the
system all the decomposed waste
matter and poisons in the Intestines
and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will make you
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your drug
gist. Millions of men and women
take a Cascaret now and then and
never have Headache,, Biliousness,
coated
tongue,
indigestion, sour
Stomach or Constipated Bowels. Cas'
carets belong In every household,
Children' Just love to take them.

II
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Quick Detachable

FULL
ROUND SHAPE
STRONG
RESILIENT
DURABLE

I
I

Easily

f

Rts Any

Quick DdactuMi
Ho Tools Required

IN STOCK BY
LAS VEGAS AUTO & MCH. CO.

East Las Vegas, N.

Fuss About Elks
v
Game Warden de Baca has received
numerous complaints about the elks
at Trout Springs doing alleged dam
age to crops. The farmers around
Trout Springs seetn to be less tolerant of their fine visitors than the
people of Colfax county, says Mr. de
Baca. The Colfax farmers seem glad
to have elk and are quite willing to
let the beautiful animals sample their
alfalfa and corn. Of course, it is quite
impossible to catch up with the elk
and the penalty, of ehooing them Is
can get close
very severe. One
enough, to get good' pictures, however, and it da suggested that some one
advertise Trout Springy in some of
the outdoor magazines by sending
photographs of the pilferers whose
love of alfalfa has aroused the farmers In that region.
New Company
Articles of incorporation were filed

M.

by the Big Four company at Demin&
naming A. H. Child as statutory
agent. The company ds capitalized at
at
$20,000 divided into 200 ohores
It begins with $2,000 capital
$100.
tine stockholders being B. B. Cohn, of
Deming, 10 shares; E. A. Blevins, of
Silver City, 5 shares, and A. H. Child
of Deming, 5 shares.
Copies of Law
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
has the printed copies of the laws of
the last legislature retdy for distribution and local attorneys, offlciala
and others who are entitled to receive same may call at the office and

receipt for them.
If you knew ot the real value of
Chamberlain's Liniment for. - lame
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
and rheumatic pains, yon would never
wish to be without it For sale by
all dealers.

THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 26. Ques
tions involving the very life and fu
ture of New Mexico are likely to come 1 4
up before the irrigation congress to M
be held next week at Salt Lake City
and which State Engineer French I
wil attend. An Irrigation expert said f
j
this morning, in discussing the work
of the congress:
'There has been
some feeling in the northern part of
New Mexico along the Rio Grande
against the Elephant Butte project,
though many question the propriety
of this 'feeling.' The secretary of the r
Interior has refused certain rights of r
way for Irrigation projects covering J
over 1,000 acre feet until it can1 be
determined by scientific study how
much water there is going to be to
spare."
State Engineer French in discuss
ing this subject said: "I seems to
me that all the people along) the Bio
Grande, from the state line to San
Marcial, should be interested In the
opposition to Colorado's stand on the
water question, for if that state is al
lowed to
swallow up all the Rio
Grande's water all thg ditches along
the Rio Grande must suffer. There
no question but the Rio Grande
is growing smaller every year as the
Colorado irrigati'"enterprises wax
bigger. The people of New Mexico
claim priority of right
and their
claim will come before the federal
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Sports start at Maxwell on arrival of this
Les Vegas special train.

J
All the apple cider you want goes with the pie
L u lv Lar u uu LzJ Li U il
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Duke's Mixture Presents"
vaiimKI nrACAn4-Amono" the minv
!..
MAm
n
j
j,. v,av,iua uuvy given away
with Liggett & MyersYlukeh Mixture there issomething
to
suit every taste and in this
satisfaction the
presents are exactly like the tobacco itself. For all classes
of men like the selected Virginia and North Carolina bright
leaf that you get in
,
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Special train leaving Las Vegas at 7 A.M.
M.
returning leaving Maxwell a
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NEWS FROM

Z.

f

court, I am

confidents

State Hydrographer' J. A. Gray is
back from San Juan, where he estabc
lished new districts for the
work, leaving F. O'Brien in
charge of the station at Durango. Mr.
O'Brien will cover the Aslmas, 4San
Juan and Chama river country. Mr.
Gray saw to it that the stream guages
injured by the flood of last October
have been repaired ana remodeled
He says the flood's severity may be
judged from the fact tnat the rlvor
beds have been chaned.
Met at 10 A. M.
The state board of equalization met
at 10 o'clock this morning. Governor
hydro-graphi-

-

McDonald presided,

i
i

Now this famous old tobacco will be more
popular
ever for it is now a Ligjatt &
Myers leader, and
.
uai iu 4uuiy iu any granulated tobacco you can bur,
mi
uavcu i smoKea uuke's Mixture with the
on the bag try it now, Yon
Liggett & Myers name
.
v
will iti. ii. r ai
inic H,, lor mere is no iDetter value anywhere
or
fic
l
you get one and a half ounces of choice granulated

than

. .

tobacco, unsurpassed by any in quality, and with each sack
you
get a book of cigarette papers FKEK.

Now About

f J

r

the Free Presents

The coupons now packed with
Liggett & Myers Duke's
Mixture are good for all sorU of valuable
presents. These presents cost you not one penny. The list
includes not only
smokers articles
many desirablcpresents for
women ana children line
fountain pens, umbrellas.
cameras, toilet articles,
tennis racquets, catcher's
gloves and masks, etc.
At A RnAninl nlTfm Aminn

September and October

only, we will tend yoa our
new illattrated catalogue of
name and address on a postal,
Mixturt may
SHOii,J.T., TINSLEY'S NATURAL

f

Coupons from Dvkt't

1XAF,

CRANG1.H

TWIST, ampont

cnufrm ), PICK PLUG CUT, PIEDMONT

ClAKLnti, CUX UGAKLITES.
and otwr tags or coupons usual bt us.

.

Premium Dept.
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mine. Six more balb weie returned
today, having been found, by a Mexi- can private soldier tour 'miles from
the mine. He received $1,500 as his
part of the reward, and immediately
'
applied for his discharge.'
Attracted by the prior emenating
from a dozen dead burrosi the soldier
investigated and found a bar of the
bullion strapped to the
precious
back of each. By the iecovery of 11
bars, the company's loss1 has been
reduced by about 12,500.- - About five
tons of Tlgre bullion a irfyed nere
on a special train guarded . by' a

$6.00
3.00

,

detachment of

federal.'-soldiers-

ill

HOTEL FALLS. ,
Kansas City, Sept. 26. After a half
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
day's effort to clear away the debris
12.00 of the Alameda hotel wnfch collapsed
One Year
1.00 last night burying the w6rkmen,res- Klx Months
cuera shortly after noon; toddy "lad
not
yet found the bodies o(! two miss-- .
(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip- Ing men, both negro laborers., T$0,
"
'
tlons)
bricklayers, William 'and Oliver
Remit by draft, check or money
'killed
were
in the
brothers,
rder. H sent otherwise we will not collapse. Six negro hod. carriers; wete
be responsible for loss.
rescued seriously injured.( Two probSpecimen copies free on applicar ably cannot recover. Fred B. HamCon.
ilton, city superintendent of build
ing, after inspecting the, ruins, said
AT the accident was
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUE
the
undoubtedly
- THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
fault of the builders who "loaded 100
PAID FOR
the roof,
wagon loads of cinders
then pulled the wooden props', jfrqin
,
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Readyto-Wea- r

Department

Ladies and Hisses Coats from $5.00 to $25 00
One Piece Serge Dresses
Skirts in Fancy and Diagonal Weaves
Fancy Silk and Chiffons Waists
Ladies Plain Tailored Shirts
Petticoats in Taffetas, Alcssalins and Sateens
Bath Robes for Ladies and Men '

u

LjuULj

OF FUN &, SURPRISES

A Real Rabbit

t

What You Will Find in Our

'

1- -4

Novel Electrical Effects
Mechanical Properties

-

it

Don't Fail to Take a Look at Our Line
For You Will Find Our Prices Rid"

n

n

.

r

All Special Scenery

cement-was-dr-

SPECIAL WHILE THEY LAST
OFF ON ALL HOUSE DRESSES

CELLERS DRY GOODS: STORE

A Live Monkey

THE STORE THAT SELLS FOR LESS

I

Main 9
VANDERGRIFT WILfPOBLISH

THURSDAY,

others

USING

in

Hi BOOST FOR THE

3jhl

IN TWO SCENES

,

Mexico.

i

m
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J jlJlJ

1

20 MINUTES

e,

Advertisers are guaranteed the under It before the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in northern New

s

OFFER

BIG

n r

.

Assisted by EDGAR MAYO and

?

.

J.n

c

y

Dally by Mall

A

IF YOU ARE GOING TO BUY

(Continued from I'apta One)
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in "the. earth" in
novembe'r'1

0)P
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Sept 26. Lower cables and
the better weather northwest today
turned the wheat market downward.
Liverpool sent word that Russian and
Canadian offerings were on the increase. A return of clear skies In the
spring crop belt promised to end
thresmng delays. The opening jiere
lower. Decemwaa unchangu to

5 cents lower to a shade advance with January $18.30 for pork;
for lard and ?9.S2 for ribs.
$10.57
The last quotations were: Wheat,
September 88; December 90. Corn,
September 72; December
Z
;
Decembe
Oats, September
September
Pork,
32.
$16,37. Lard,
September $10.97. Ribs, Septembef

from

Market
receiBt8u10,000..
10 cents lower.
Muttons
$4.504.50; lambs $67. 10; range
Sheep,

steady to

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
Farmlna 'in SaBv Miguel couiity and
wethers and yearlings Jl5.40; range
on
Hand
the
The- telegram published in yester-IMgaUpn;
ewes $2.504.
lay's New Mexican' on tho late dis- Alamos in particular, .'will pa the aub
will
which
3ect
article
of
an
appear
covery regarding the fact that
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
was a Spaniard and not Ita- In the November issue of "TheEartV'
New York, Sept. 20. The closing
with
Fe
the
magazine dealing
lian reminded" Santa Fe that Benja
Santa,
sales for the: flay a3 the Stock Exmin M. Read of this city had, in a the great southwest F.L. VandergrlC,t
?10.55.
change werci as. follows: , . t
of this periodical,, which
lecture delivered by him before the
ber started at 90 to , a shade to
Amalgaroteted Copper
Historical society on the 28th of May, is a true booster for this section ol
1AVi off and declined to; 9090.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
American Beet Sugar ,.
...127
was
in Las Vegas yes
The close waa nervous, with Decemmtyde thp same announcement and the country,
Kansas City, Sept 25, Cattle,
;
Atchison
...109
,Wi,
ia-ithat was almost Immediately alter terday and today for the express pur appear as counsel, as he
party Mr. Stewart should take no further ber M
net lower at 90.
4,000, includfllg 1,000 southerns. Great Northern
...141
to1
no
We
will
have
bully- part in the proceedings.
the suit.
the discovery had been flashed to pose of securing information for this
Belief that the corn crop as a whole Market steady to
...116
Native, steers New York Central
strong
the world. ..In the same lecture Mr. article and can be counted on to say ing,"
was safe from frost made the market $6. 50 10. 90; southern steers $4.25 Northern Pacific
...123
Mr.
coun
Mr. Stewart retorted that
An article that has real merit should for that cereal weak. December open
Read announced that it had also been something good for San' Miguel
cows and heifers Reading .
. .
southern
6.25;
...172
Is
'
conduct throughout the in time become popular. That such
down to
ed Vi
proved that Americus Vespucci was ty."'
up at 53
native cows and heifers Southern Pacific .J. .......... .114
$3.505.25;
case
with
Chamberlain's
Cough
the
wag
Mr. Vandergrift, in company i.rtilh case had been Inexcusable and
not the originator of the name
54 and sagged 53
The close $3.258.25;. stookers ' and feeders Union Paeifio
174
Remedy has been attested by many to
and bully- dealers.
and that his real name was J. D. Hand, spent the 'greater part marked by browbeating
Here Is one of them. H. was unsettled M cent lower for De- $4.507.50; ibulls,;$3.745; calves United States Steel
77
commisW. Hendrickson,
Ohio Falls, Ind., cember at
not "Americus" but "Amerigo." That of yesterday looking over the tLcs ragging. He added that the
steers
115
western
United
States
Steel,
pfd.
$5.5010;
$59.50;
when
Aloneo Alamos irrigation project and the sioner waa unwilling to make any rul writes, "Chamberlain's Cough Remhe
accompanied
Oats eased off in sympathy with western cows $3.506.
is the best for coughs, colds and
le Ojeda to Central America in 1497 farming district around Onava, part ol ing not satisfactory to Mr. Unter- - edy
Market 5 If you knew of the real value of
Hogs, receipts - 4,000.
croup, and is my best seller." For the setback of other grains. Decemhe heard the nam "Ameriqua" giv- which la dry land and the remainder meyer.
sale by all dealers.
ber started a sixteenth lower at 324 and 10 cents higher.' Bulk of sales Chamberlain's Liniment for lame
court
soreness of the muscles, sprains
en by the aborigines of that country under ditch. This afternoon he t()ld
"our manner toward the
and dropped to 31.
$8.508.75; heavy $8.458.70; pack- back,rheumatic
pains, you would never
to a rangei of mountains near the enresentative Of The Optic that (he has been so objectionable," said the WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optlo Provisions felt the bearish effect of ers and butchers $8;508.80; lights and
wish to be without it. For sale by
'
coast of Central America Santa Fe was highly pleased with results 6b commissioner, "that I resent it. You office.
all dealers.
grain weakness. First sales ranged $8.508.80; pigs' $67. 25.
tained on this land ana stated mat have failed, to conduct yourself as
.New Mexican.
Mr. Read is the author of an ex- thia irrigation project was one pf the Jcojipsel should, so I rule that you
shall withdraw from the case."
best of its kind he had' eve seen.
cellent history of Njew Mexico.
"Itf that means from the room," re- Mr. Vandergrift was also '' greatly
queswithout
to
that
learn
pleased
jpiied Mr. Stewart, defiantly, "you
TJJNA HIDES HER FACE
.Camfleld project wiui have to eject me by lorce,'
doubt
the
a
of
tion
'
Washington, Sept 26. Observers of would be
Stewart and his associates
completed.'; He said that
'
the celestial spheres were up and
of thia county is of i ,hjgh nevertheless withdrew from the room
soil
the
astir before the first crowing of the
is
was
and
it
all
conference
a
necessary
that
finally
for;
and
,that
rooster this morning to witness the grade
decided that the hearing should be
to make this a wonderful farming; dl
In
this
moon.
Invites You to See the Greatest Line of Ready-to-Weof
the
'
eclipse
I
.partial
"' ' '.'
;,i adjourned until next Thursday, when
tHnt fa walAr.
vicinity, it is true, the astronomera
November
Dl N. Kirby, chief counsel for the
Garments Ever Shown in OurGty. You af Welcome
In his article in the
were somewhat apathetic regarding
Mr. Vandergrift; ;
deal, f t;nt Standard Oil in the case, is due here
Earth
the
reason
that
the eclipse, for the
with what he saw on this trip from St. Louis, This agreement was
Years of experience combined with extra special attention given '
time when the, moon entered the length
to
Las
Vegaa and 'judging from what reached with the understanding that
to
so
close
was
shodow of the earth
to the buying: for this department has made it efficient in all ways
he had to say while,. hore, the story
the hour of .layhreak that no obser- will "ho" a good boost for lias Vefcas
to meet the demands of oh1? people., In choosing the above named
Talions of value cou'l be ta'teu. In
county,
San
and
auuw mivj.
Miguel
.uiviii
into aai um LiCUCia.WC llaVC UUllC L
V:f"
T!
the' country
ah! far western' pat"
wmj
Mr. Vaiiderffrift left this aftenioofi LI 1
because wp know xfiey are better.' Xiid you ever step into , one of
cfcancSc-fo'Sle- f
allent
.tW
ieat
thl'
for Salt Lake City, where he will atthese well made Garments? .The lines are perfect; styles ara,sqap
vres of the eclipse were much better
of the Nation- tend the annual
py and fabrics arenuade to wear-Tha- t's
why we claim they ar
ol Tirlation concress.' . ' FEDERAL BUILDING DEDICATED
far Superior to all other makes. This year has brought out some :
Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
Pana, 111., Sept. 26. Pana'a new
very smart effects such as the Robespierre and. Revolutionary
f,ederal building, which was recently STANDARD'S ;! ATTORNEY their systems in advance of baby's
34 inch
Styles in dresses The Three Quarter Length Coat--Th- e
Unless the mother aids
coming.
completed at a cost of $70,000, was
all
Suit
Etc.
are
marked
in
crisis
Jacket
we
plain
work
the
exerThey
nature In its
figures,
quote
dedicated today with Interesting
the prices just as they are
RETIRE finds her system unequal to the decises. Former Congressman Ben F.
mands made upon it, and she is often
Cialrtwell of Snrinsfield, delivered the
left with weakened health or chronic
address.
dedication
No remedy is so truly a
to
CONDUCT OF ROBERT STEWART ailments.
nature as Mother's Friend,
to
help"'
THE
.COURT
ANGERS
PARTY.
THIRD
IN
fail
should
WOMEN
and no expectant mother
COMMISSIONER
Remember we have a line of togs for. little folks that always
to use It. It relieves the pain and
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 26 Several
j1402
on
strain
caused
accredited
the
discomfort
the
by
were
among
women
please mothers' fancy and just suit fathers' pocket book.
New York, SepC'2'6. Resentls thej the ligaments, makes pliant and elasof
convention
state
to
the
delegates
"objectionable conduct", of Roberl;, tic, those fibres and muscles which
If any "Redfern Suit or Coat If any "Palmer'' Suit or Coat
the progressive party of Connecticut,
Is expanding, prevents numbname
to
Stewart, counsel for the Standard Oil nature
wnich met in this city today
and soothes the Inflamness
of
should
limbs,
prove unsatisfactory we will give you a. new, garment free.
candidates for state office, congress Interests in the
mation of breaut glands. The system
We can live up to this guarantee because they do not prove
CommlsslonefiOil
ard
litigation,
and
and presidential electors,
being thug prepared by Mother's
We know.
.T. Jacobsi today
.
ordered his with Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
jirlont a platform and complete ar.
casfe.
order
was,
The
the
from
be
Mother's
not
met
drawal
may
safely
rangements for the state campaign,
'
granted at the request of Samuel Friend assures a speedy and complete
for
the mother, and she is
for the Waters- - recovery
VICTORIA AWAITS CONNAUGHT, Untermeyer, counsel
'THE STORE OF QUALITY"
Hundreds of
Oil company after Mr iJtew-a- left a healthy woman to enjoy tho
Pierce
The
26.
HIpTo-tht- e
city
B.
Sept.
C,
Victoria,
rearing of her
b.
,,,
R.
Veit,
directed
In
had
secretary
attire
Mother's
child.
of Victoria has donned gala
Satisfied Customers
to- of the Standard Oil! company of New Friend is sold at
Goods and lUisiness
"
anticipation of the arrival here
to
stores.
"V
not
Y?.
witness
ll in.
today;
the
first
drug
York,
of
Connaught
morrow of the Duke
Be One
j(
qujetiition and not to write ror our iree
Methods '
and his party. The distinguished vis. answer a certain
book for expect'
Mr.
of
afraid"
Untermeyer;
"be
ant mothers which contains much
Iters are to remain in this vicinity
him- valuable Information, and man
for Elx days, during which time there "If Mr. Stewart cannot behave
of a helpful nature.
numerous features of splen- self," said Mr. UnteVmeyer anpily,
wil
b not allowed tc BHADFIEiD REGULATOR CO., AtiwU, Ct.
that
will
he
'I
honor.
ak
their
in
entertainment
did
.
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Gilbert of Raton was a visitor
vegaa toaay.

C. B.

ias

tills morning on business.
C. B. Booths of Trinidad was, In
Las Vegaa today on business,
R. J. Murphy and wife of Albuquerque were visitors In Las Vecas today.
H. O. Snydor, the Pueblo insurance
man, was a visitor in Las Vestas to
i
day,
D. M. McDonald ot El Paso came tn
from the south on a "short business
M
trip.
P. J. llarper came in last evening
from his home in La Junta on busi-

11

Ml I

1

I
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EGAS. WILL

LA

IQ
III

0. BARKER 18
OF THE BIG SCHOOL

ill

FULLY 100 TEACHERS WILL
TEND THE EDUCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION

F

PUB- -

LIW,TION
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DEMOCRAT IS IN MASSACHUSETTS
AND PROGRESSIVE IS rIN
TENNESSEE

time looking after business affairs.
C. L. Harris,
of Mrs. T.
W. Garrard, accompanied by his son,
left this afternooii for his home In
son-in-la-

r
When

g
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Buying
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I Baking
I Powder

0 For this

,

'
g "

is the

that"makesthe

B

baking

"

a

baking powder

9

Soper, Okla.
Charles Glvens came In this after
noon from his home-I- n
El Paso for
short visit with his father, W. A; Given
H. A. Delgado, a clerk la the post- offlce in Santa Fe, after a short visit
here, returned to the Capital City

better."

It leavens the 9

lff

food evenly
f throughout;
puffs

M
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it up to airy light- ness, makes it der f
m lightfully appetiz- ing and wholesome.
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Ask your grocer for,
a II
take
Calumet. Don't
substitute".
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Popular

faitarlti
Price

considered.

"In almost every instance, he said
and still says,' trusts have come about
through a natural development of
business conditions and that It Is a
mistake to try to oppose the process
by whlqh, they have been built up,, and
that the nly thing "to do "is to accept
them as. Inevitable arrangements and
make T'the Best of ?tif regulation.' I
answer thai? rthis' results1' from a'
'of thought
"...
tf

Store

for the NEW IDEA
PATTERN

Agents

10c

-

I
I

CHiCAGO

t
1

You don't toot money when you lug
baking powder. Don't
cheap or hig-ca- n
It more
Buy Calumet
ho mUUA
more alhotesomi
gf
economical
lest results. Calumet It far tuperiot lb
tntrrmilk. ond todh.
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ARTMDGES

PHEEL'

ATTHE BROWNE

Their Use Guarantees the Life
the Continued Accuracy of your Arm.
SO
96 years of
years of cartridge-makinhave taught us
To make cartridges noted for straight- -'
s,
sure-firTo attain
shooting
ammunition accuracy without impairing gun accuracy. To make for each kind of arm the
cartridge it requires to shoot its best and to
keep shooting its best.
. There is a ReminBton-UMcartridge specially made
for your rifle your pistol. Every Remington,-UMcartridge is tested in the arm for which it is made.
Our Guarantee is behind these cartridges and behind
any standard arm, to the full extent of the maker's
own guarantee, when these cartridges are used.
Shoot the cartridges that shoot straight. Shoot the
cartridges that keep your gun shooting straight. Shoot
Remington-UMcartridges.
Metallic Cartridge Co.
Rcmindloa Arms-Unio-

AND MAYO WILL PUT
A CLEVER VAUDEVILLE

ON

SKETCH

Miss Betty Red, assisted by Edgar
Mayo and others, will offer "Howella
Pheel" tonight at the Browne motion
picture theater, this comedy novelty
act being staged in addition to the
regular program. The team, Reo ani.
Mayo, and winners, and the audience is promised 20 minutes of fun
and surprises. Special scenery with
electrical effects and menovel
chanical properties is used in the performance, which; Is lri two scenes.
This vaudeville act is something
out of the usual line of amusement
handed out by most vaudeville performers traveling in the west. There
is something doing every minute of
the time, ? and one never know
what's coming next.
One' paper in-- i Commenting on this
pair, 'ays;:'',v "Miyo and Reo are a
pair "of real coniediaq.s, and anyone
who Js istail yworrylng. about the high
ljvtrig or vthe third conse-- ,
cutive crop' failure, can easily forget
all of his troubles by spending 20
-

g

g

.

,

hard-hittin- g

-

C

C

C

n

NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby g ven that the official paper of tne New Mexico Oat
tie Sanitary Board will on September 1, 1912, De changed from the Las
Vegas Optie, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
the RosweU News, of Roswell, New
Mexico. After the abov date ail
tices of estrays will be published lu
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board,
W. J. LINWOOD, Secretary.
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be prepared
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COAL HODS
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STOVEBOARDS - PIPES Etc

ll
BR1IH1B
'

STREET

ludwig

Wm. Ilfeld

PHONE
MAIN 370

FOIi ALL THIS WEEK
AND

ALL OF NEXT WEEK

i$,B59

AT Y0DS

FULLY EQUIPPED

D002

'

The

5-1-

0

S 25c Store

paper Doylies and nap- - j--,,
kins all styles and
Biizes, values up to 15c, j I
package
Linen Laces and Insertion
3 to 4 Inches wide on
lJ
sale, per yard
3 cards Safety Pins
10c
Boys' All Wool Gloves.. ...25c
Children's Cotton Gauntlets. 15c
Mason Fruit Jar caps'. .... .250
3 10c Sapollo or Bon Ami. . .25c
27x24
Japanese Matting

ku
p

Rugs

TONIGHT

i

More1

BOUT

-

,Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Fox, Mrs. Georce
Fox, and Frank Hodges, of CaU,
Mich., stopped off in Las Vegas last
night ; en route across country from
Michigan to California. They are
making the trip by automobile.

Shoot to Hit

The Remington Cobi
bang op a new shxmng record

299 Broadway

control of levees, the moving of the
Panama canal plant into the Missis
sippi river valley after the canal's
completion, and the construction ot
flood reservoirs in an address to the
interstate Jevee convention hero, Af
terward tin colonel won to the state
a
fair grounds where he delivered
brief political address to a large audience. In his speech here the former president, citing the disastrous
floods last spring as "an awful lesson," asserted that prospects of relief
were no brighter than they had been
before. This, he said, was true- "in
spite of the fact that congress waB in
session for five months after the beginning of the last flood disaster, that
the house, which originates apropria-tio- n
bills, was la control of the democrats, mainly southern men, during all
that time and yet not one measure
of permanent relief or lasting help
waa enacted in your behalf." -

REO

N

game:

PHONE MAIN 104

....................

y

j

flCDZL 59 T

OVERLAND

or call and we will have our demonstrator

Telephone
show you,

,

25c

Les Vegas AotosioMie

25o
Bath Tub Seats
25c Embroidery 18 in wide
15c
yard ,.
25c
3 Cups and Saucers
Men's and Boys' Leather
25c
Hat Bands
6 doz. Wooden Clothes Pins. 10c
4 Invisible Hair Nets
25c
Velvet Finish Cotton Blankets, dn white only, 85c
60c
value
Men's Cotton Gloves, 3 for. 25c
Waxed Butter paper, per roll. Be
Wire Coat and Garment
...... 5c
Hangers
5c
Heavy Shelf Paper
Braes Shoe Nails, 2 boxes. . 6o
Children's Hose Supporters. 10c
6 Glass Tumblers. . ....... 25c

Phone Main 344

I

Machine

Whalen,

Running Up' and down stairs, sweeping and bending over making beds
will ;not make a woman healthy or
beautiful.. She must get out of doors
walk a mile or two every day and
take' Chamberlain's Tablets to Improve her digestion and regulate her
bowels. For sale by air dealers. ,
.

&

-

Co.

Fowler Preps

ers was cured of kidney disease and
a good many of myl neighbors were
cured by Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Mrs. J. N. Hill. Homer, Ga., has used Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for years, and says she always recommends it to her friends. "It never
Antoina Delorla,- postmaster at Gar- fails to cure our coughs and colds and
den,.., Mich.,, knows the exact facts-whe- prevents croup. We have five chilhe speaks of the curative va- dren and always give them Foley's
lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He says: Honey and Tar Compound for a cold,
"Prom my own experience I recom- and they are all soon well. We would
as a great not be without it In our house." O.
mend Foley Kidney-Pillsremedy for kidney trouble. My fath G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

1

;

280CS

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN

,

price?

Disappears-- 2 5 Cent

..

2

EXPECTED.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 2b. Quakor
City fight fans are looking forward to
a lively bout at the Olympia club to
morrow night, when Billy Papke, the
and Leo
llllinois Thunderbolt"
Houck of Lancaster will mix it up
for six rounds. Houck has many
ardent admirers In this v cmity and
they confidently expect that he will
be able to hold his own against the
former middleweignv champion. The
bout will be the last In which Papke
will engage before he sails for Paris!
to meet George Carpentier, the
French champion.

See us for anything else that's

Hoffman

8 11

0

LIVELY

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

1
'
.

M. Cunningham,

A

o

President

Frank Springer,

VEQAS.
INTEREST

paid on time deposits

"Dander ine"

gress.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Williams, of
Mrs. C. M. Williams, of
SCALP
YOUR
INVIGORATE
BEAUTIFY ITI
SAVE YOUR HAIRI
Zanesville, 0 and P. Bcholz, of CMHAIRAND WE CAN PROVE IT.
GROWS
DANDERINE
umbus, O., were In Las Vegas last
auto- night, stopping off en route by
one small
Try 'as you will, after an applica- through your hair, taking
mile from Ohio to Los Angeles and
strand at a time. The effect Is Im
a
find
cannot
of
you
where
Pandertne,
tion
they
other California points,
mediate and amazing your hair will
will spend the winter. Mr. Williams single trace of dandruff or a loose or be
light, fluffy and wavy and have an
is a well known and wealthy retired falling hair . and your scalp will not
of abundance; an incom
appearance
business man of Columbus.
Itch, hut what will please you most, parable lustre, softness and'Thxurl-ance- ,
the beauty and shimmer of
when
t. Parks. Murravvllle. Ga.. Route wilt be after a few weeks' use,
health.
true
new
hair
see
fine,
hair,
i
In his 73rd year, and wag recent you will actually
really Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
iv cured of a bad kidney and bladder and downy at first yesr-b- ut
He says himself: "I have new hair growing all over the scalp. Danderine from any drug store or
rn,hi
My back
nffflred with my kidneys.
A little Danderine now will Imme- toilet counter, and prove to yourself
nched arid I wag annoyed with blart
double the beauty of your hair. tonight now that your hair is as
can
diately
I
truthfully
der Irregularities.
how dull, faded, brittle prety and soft as any that It has
of
R0c
No
bottle
Kidney
difference
.one
Foley
?ay
Pills cured me entirely."
'iney
and scraggy, just moisten a cloth been neglected or injured by careless
no habit tormina drugs. O. G. with Danderine and carefully draw it treatment that's all.
Schaefer'and Red Cross Drug Co.
Co'.-O-
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Springneld, Mass., Sept. 26. "Big
business on a great scale Is inevitable and desirable, but it Is a differ
ent mattei? from the development ofi
trusts," said Governor Wilson In a
speech to a big crowd here today.
The trusts have not grown but have
been manufactured by the deliberate
will of men more powerful than their
neighbors In the business world.
"I deny Mr. Roosevelt's claim that
the trusts are inevitable.
Both the
regular republicans and the irregular
republicans," said Governor Wilson,
"are regular upon these points that
neither of them fails to stand pat on
the tariff and that neither of them
purposes to remedy the evils created
by the trusts. They propose a remedy that perpetuates the disease, I
have been reading the messages which
Mr. Roosevelt sent to congress In
which he adverted to this theory when
legislation on this subject waa being

'

First

Sept. 26.

Brooklyn,

Vandegrift, editor of "The
Roosevelt In the South
Earth," the Santa Fe magazine deal
Tenn., Sept. 26. Colonel minutes with these natural creators
Memphis,
'
ing with the southwest, was a visitor Theodore Roosevelt advocated federal of laughter."
Las Vegas today, having come In from
his headquarters In Kansas City last
evening. He will leave tonight for
Falling-Dand- ruff
Salt Lake where he will attend the
session of the National Irrigation con.

A

I:

this afternoon.
Jose G. Romero, United States com
missioner and a prominent merchant
of Hilarlo, was in Las Vegas today
on business.
Mrs. Ludwig William Ilfeld return
ed last evening from a short trip to
where she was the
Albuquerque
guest of friends and relatives.
Mm R, R. Rogers and family elf t
this afternoon on train No. 1 for Los
Angeles, where they will join Mr. Ro
gers, who is in the employ of the Santa Fe road at that point
Mr. and Mrs. Nestor" Hoffmaa, and
family, who have been oh' ari extend
ed vl8it ''here with Mrs. Hoffman's
left this aftep;
motherp 'Mtran
noon: for thelrtthome. in Myersv$,

We are proud to say, we
date
have the most Up-tMisses'
and
line of Ladies'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits.
PRICES

8 15

Batteries: Mathewson and Hartley,
Meyers; Perdue, McTlguo and Gowdy.

o

y"'.:l,si?

Lloyd Sulier returned this after
noon from a short trip to Topeka.
L. M. Smith of Santa Fe came In
this afternoon from the Capital City.
M. W. Potsch, a commercial man
of this lty, came In last night from
a trip south of here.
J, O. Wood toay left for Arizona
in which state he wil spend some

New York
Boston ..

ate arriving Dally,

n

(f",3l!

National League
New York, Sept 26. First game:

FOR FALL and WINTER

editor-in-chie-

v.

GOODS

BASEBALL

RULE.

from
'The selection ot the editorial and
Approximately 100 teachers
business staff of the annual publish the schools ot San Miguel county
ed by tlie Btulents of tne New Mox will attend the animal meeting of
Normal University
has been the new Mexico Educational asso
S. O. Barker, one of tho3-ciation, which will be. held in Albu3'?de
At the
who took an active part in the pre- - querque early in November.
San
fall
of
the
session
last
lust
Miguel
has
of
ediion,
paration
year's
ness.,
'y
hav;ng county delegation was the largest in
Attorney w, J. Lucas of Las Vegas ben chosen as
Is here on business today Santa Fe direct supervision over the work of attendance and it seems exceedingly
all other members
of the staff. probable that this will he the case
New, Mexican.. ' v';"
S. B. Rohrer, of the Topeka Mica Chesley Thomaoon is the choice for again this year.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
Mining company, was in Ijis Voras business manager.
Miss
of
the New Mexico Normal Univerwill
fill
the
f
Agnes
Breniger
today from his home la Kansas." ?
Boy M. Wilson, who has been 'in office of literary ed'tor; Miss Mina sity, announced today that every in
Las Vegas several days viisting Col- Pochel will occupy the office of art structor employed at that institution
bert C. Root, left last night for his editor, and Miss Lucy Clement was will journey to the Duke City this
chosen as music editor.
Miss Auro- - November to attend the meeting of
home in Winfield, Kan.
Richard Devine, bookkeeper in the) ro Lueero will have charge of the pedagogues, which will gSVe the Nor
of
San Miguel National bank, returned division devoted to oratory and dra mal University a representation
last night from a trip to Kansas City matics. Clare Koogler was chosen as about 40.
It is also expected that the major
editor of the athletic department.
and Excelsior Springs, Mo.
of the teachers in the public.
The
manual
office
of
editor
ity
."!. R.
training
meSexton, Santa Fe division
chanlcal superintendent, came In last will be filled by LeRoy Brown, and schools of the East and West sides
will be present at the gathering in
evening from his headquarters In La that of domestic science editor by
Miss
Russell.
Phoebe
Albuquerque.
Junta, and was here today on business.
Miss May Hays will stage all the
Following the rule adopted by Dr.
G. C. De Camp, a well known cattle,
and sheepman of Lamar, Colo., was In comedy In the annual, having been Roberts last fall, the 'nstructors of
'
Las Vegas last evening on business! chosen as joke editor. Miss Edna the Normal will attend the asssocia-tiowill
have charge of the calen
meetisg on full pay The Normal
He returned to Colorado this morntnl Gerard
school
of
at Silver City will also follow
dar
events.'
on train No. 8.
f
f ;
Howard
Peterson
Manuel San tWs plan after the example of the loand
Lorenzen,
Harry
recently resigned
as flerk In the hardware1 department chez were chosen as members of the cal school.
This session will be held on Novemof the Charles Ilfeld company," will advertising committee.
ber
The
an
Is
6, 7, 8 and 9. These dates occur
one
efficient
staff
and
leave tomorrow for Miami. Ariz.,
where he will locate'" permanently the annual this year should equal or on "Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. It is probable that the city
He has an excellent position n. Ari- eclipse the editions of the past.
noon
At a recent meeting of the- football schools will close
candidates O. A. Larrazolo, Jr., was for the remainder- of the week, v'ne
elected captain of the team. Practice students enjoying a three days' va,
.ti, . (
Is being held daily oa the grounds cation.
west of the Castle schcol and Coach
Special rates from all points in the
npton ana Captain Larazolo are state will be offered by the railroads,
'confident that the Normal school which will enable the teachers io
will have a winning team in the field make the trip to the Duke Oity at
little expense.
this fall.
Miss Gladysr A. Palmer, a graduate
of theiRoswell high school, has en
rolled In the junior
class of the li'OOUKOW AND TEDDY
I
normal department of the university,
Julian Narvarez of Santa Fe has
WORKING FOR VQ1ES
entered the freshman acadfimic class.
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Cor' Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

Pedro Garduno.be, and he hereby is
appointed justice of the peace within
and for precinct No. 10 of San Miguel
county, New Mexico, and Francisco
Gallegos is hereby named as constable of .said precinct, both of said
officers to fill out the unexpired term
of their respective offices and that
they enter upon their duties upon executing the bonds and oaths and
qualifying according to law, such an
pointments being made upon the petition of a large number of the residents of said precinct and filed this

Cora L. Talley, now Cora Archibald;
containing 173.10 acres, and formeras the Chas. TownBley
ly known

tract.

SEPTEMBER

SHERIFF ARREST

,

i

1912.

LOOBY RESTAoRANT

Til

THE OPTIC

then ordered,

THE INDICTED

PERSONS

FIDEL ORTIZ,
Chairman Board of County
sioners, of San Miguel

WANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Commis-

CHAPMAN LODGE NO
KEPT
OFFICIAL
ALBUQUERQUE
BUSY BY THE GRAND
JURY

County,

N. M.

Attest:

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
BEST
TUB

.

Done In open session of the board
of county commissioners of San Mi
guel county, N. M., this 5th day of
August, 1912, as ot July ' 8th, 1912,

AD

COLUMN

v

.

C, A. F.

A

A M. R(cuir com
munication 8rut and
sv third Thursday In

1.
NO.
DORADO LODGE
OF
PYTHUS Meets
KNIGHTS
ptrsn
vrjr Monday vr
Bin
(n Castle Kail
(
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j
VisltiKK Knirttsam
Invite
coTdioflT
lKlC'na
1
8 Liebsc
' y aler, Cha n e e o i
Commander.
Harry
' S Martin, Keeper

tL

.'

LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
month. Visiting brothWarrant Missouri Valley Bridge
Albuquerque, N, M., Sept. 26.
ers cordially invited
FOR CLASSIFIED
RATES
ADVER& Iron Co.
Dick Lewis ana force of
,
R. Murray,
N. O. Herman, W. IL;
TISEMENTS
The aocount of the Missouri Val-- deputies spent a busy day yesterday
r
Secretary.
cents
Five
per line each Insertion.
and Iron Co., for the con- rounding up those persons indicted
Bridge
ley
GARAGE
VEGAS
LAS
struction of a county bridge in the by the grand Jury which made its Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
No ad to occupy lets space .than two LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
M BIEHL, Propietor
Records and SeL
year 1911 having heretofore been ap final report yesterday. Many of those
lines. All
Reg
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
advertls mente charged
proved and filed for payment, it ap- Indicted ,were already in custody.
416 Grand Ave
will be booked at space actually set,
pearing that a payment on account Others were at liberty. One of the
- B. P. O. ELKSMeets. second
aid
1
Phone Main 447
day In each mostb at Kais now due in conformity with the indictments returned by the grand without regard to number of words.
fourth Tuesday evening of eacli
C.
D,
In
m.
Cash
7:30
advance
at
p.
sonlo
preferred.
Temple
and
that
was
said
that
Tietzel,
contract
company
with
Jury
against George
month Elks Home on Ninth street
.Battery Charging Station
Boucher, S. C; Cha. Tunme, Re
there are sufficient funds to make who was Indicted on a larceny charge,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothAutomobiles for Hire
corder.
time.
on
at
this
t
of
band
is
the
that
he
is guilty
alleged
such payment,
ers are. cordially Invited. P. D.
It is ordered by the board that the larceny of a motor car belonging to
Exalted Ruler; D. W, Condon,
.
fatheNn-lawtreason
taken
warrant
was
the
his
ROYAL
a
Tietzel
clerk draw
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S,
Secretary.
urer of San Miguel county, N. M into custody at noon and in default of
ARCH MASONS EegvlAr convoca
,
Reports, etc.
to $500 bond was placed In the county
tion ftrst Koaday In each
P. MACKEL
The following reports we:-- regu in the sum of $1,000.00, payable
ATTORNEYS
Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron Jail. Mrs. Sarah Hunter, indicted on
mamifc at Maaocio Tnv
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
larly presented and upon due exami the
Co. in part payment of Said account the charge of assault with intent to
T;Sft Jim.
at
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging nation tnereor arter reiding same
HUNKER A HUNKER
of the aforesaid murder her husband, John L. Hunter,
. O.
WUMarna, H. P.;
and Glazing.
they were ordered filed In the office for the construction
'
Geo. H. Hunker
was taken into custody and is in jail,
Charter A. Hunlt
Blood,
bridge.
Secretary.
of
the
clerk:
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN L
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
to
at Law.
furnish
for
bail.
three
$1,000
Attorney
Petition
bridges.
failing
Old Town
Report of liquor , licenses by Roman
West Side Plaza
New Mn- Laa Vegaa.
the indictments returned
A petition is now presented to the
Among
RANSFORO
CHAPTER
E.
NO.
O.
Gallegos, sheriff, for the month of
f,
folhundred
and
are
made
the
five
ovef
board
public
by
today
signed
erst tad tilr4 Fridays in
July, 1912.
tax payers and residents of the coun lowing:
Haaoaia tvmm. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
LOCAL
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
(WANTED
Experienced
saleslady.
George Titzel, larceny, $500 bonds;
of San Miguel, state of New Mexi
ty
Worthy
Jaaaa
treasurer
Katroa;
of
KaUedge
N.
San
M.
Miguel
County,
Must
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
speak Spanish. Give referboard Sarah Hunter, assault with intent to
co, praying this honorable
Worthy Fhtroa; Mra. Qaorgo Trips,
for the month of July, 1912.
ences. Address in- own handwritEAST HOUND
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle aoo
be murder, $1,00 bond; Mirmon Lucero,
three
bridges
that
the
following
Secretary. Tbnm Mala gs, U0 Arrive
Statement of liquor licenses receiv
516.
Box
ing.
BaM'
of
a
Graad avaaaa.
horse, $350 bond, fur
larceny
iGeLeral RepairLa?
constructed,
ed by Eugenio Romero,
'
No. I
:10 p. m
1:18 p.
trpasurer for
of
river
Pecos
across
the
nished;
A
Lucero,
Leopoldo
S20-6t- h
larceny
E. Las Vegas month of July, 1912.
bridge
Street
No. 4. ...11:06 p m
.11:10 t at- a mare and colt, $350 bond, furnish WANTED Plain sewing. 1017 Tilden FRATERNAL
'
Statement of poll taxes received by at Pecos town, San Miguel county,
BROTHERHOOD NO. No. 8. ... 1:15 a. m
avenue.
1:25 a.
Julian Sedlllo, assault with Intent
M.
N.
ed;
w Meeta every Monday night at No. 10
Eugenio Romero, treasurer for month
.
:1 9. av
1:45
m,
p.
to
at
E
A bridge across the Pecos river
murder, $1,500 bond, furnished;
O. R. C H&1L on Bonglaa avenue, at
of July, 1912.
Automobile, Carriage &
WANTED Girl for general house- N. M. Mori, violating Sunday
law,
San
county
Miguel
closing
8
Villanueva,
o'clock.
VlsJttjsa aatmtsara
r
Statement of fines received by Eu
work. Apply 1118 Eighth street.
WEST BOUND
A bridge across Canon de Azul on 30 bond, furnished; Juan Caldron,
cordially welaome. B. . Gokrinz. No.
genio Romero, treasurer for month of
.1:20
1..
p. m.......l:4 a. aa,
San on two counts, assault with intent to
N. 0. HERMAN
Mora
and
road,
Las
the
Vegaa
president; J. T. Bufeler, aacratarr: No. 8..
July, 1312.
6:15 a. av
.6:10 a. m
murder and assault with a deadly
M. ,
N.
C.
county,
H.
Miguel
traaaarar.
Bally,
Also
Ave
the following receipts,
429
No. 7..
m
4:60 y. r
.4:40
Arlsp.
and
been
$500
weapon,
$100
And
such
bonds;
having
petition
Receipt from H. C. Smith, treas
No. .,
7:f0 . m.
..6:35 a. m
some was filed with the teo Crespin, wife desertion and fail FOR SALE Good Jack; three
the
read,
years MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
urer, city of Las Vegas and School
ure to support, $500 bond; Miguel
const
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
District No. 2 for Two Thousand Five clerk and passed for further
Meet to ha forest of brotherl)
HOW'S THIS
of
assault
with deadly weapon,
this Sedlllo,
Shillinglaw, Investment and Agen
Hundred Ninety Two Dollars and eration at the next session
love
at Woodmen of tha Worll
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re;
Celso
$300
a
assault
with
Sedlllo,
board.
cy Corporation.
tf,
Seventy-fou- r
cents, No. 67.
hall, on th second and fourth Fn ward for any case of Catarrh that
deadly weapon, $300; Demecio Delga- Bids for court house repairs.
NEWLY REMODELED
Receipt from Mlartin
Delgado,
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cla; cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
The board having heretofore con- dllo, for murder, bond refused; J. R. FOR SALE Household furniture and
Cure,
Private Baths and Lavatories
treasurer, town of Laa Vegaa and
Consul; a. Laemmle, Clerk. Viali
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
house for rent, 902 Third street
School Districts Nos. 1 and 4 for Two sidered the matter of making certain Razon, flourishing gun in settlement,
are
lng
neighbors
Stea.a Heat Private Telephones
We, the undersigned, have known
especially wt
two counts, $500 each;
Guadalupe
Hundred Seventy Dollars and Thirty- - repairs in the court room and other
F. J. Cheney for the laBt 15 years, and
coma and cordially invited.
Rates $2.50 per day and up
changes in certain of the offices in Torres, assault with a deadly weapon, FOR SALE 500 tons first class alfal
nine cents. No. 68.
believe him perfectly honorable in all
AMERICAN PLAN
Edward
$500
indict
two
at
Cruz,
bond;
of
house
said
county,
fa with free pens to feed sheep,
business transactions and financially
O. N. Marron, treas the court
from
Receipt
E.
ROSEN
i.
WALO
NO.
LODGE
or
Week
Month urer of New
Mi, able to carry out any obligations made
N. M and the clerk hav- ments, discharging deadly
weapon,
Special Rates by
spring water, 1& miles railroad sta
Mexico for $1734.25. No. Las Vegas,
I.
O. of B. B. Meeta
evqry Aral by his firm.
ing at a former meeting been' direct $25 and $50 bond; James Armstrong,
tion; beet topB and pulp available.
8386.
Tuesday of the month In the vestry NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
and larceny, two indictments
such
for
bids
for
burglary
ed
to
B.
advertise
Edwin
Colo.
Haver, Pueblo,
Section lines Precinct No. 28.
Toledo, O.
rooms of Temple Montaflore at I
work in conformity with the plans $1,000 bond each; Sario Armljo, as
COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interPRO
A petiton signed by certain resio'clock
m.
p.
with intent to murder E. W. FOR SALE New bran. ' P. Tram
Visiting brothers are nally, acting directly upon the blood
of the county en sault
.
CEEP1NGS
dents of Precinct No. 28 in the coun- and specifications
invited.
conKdJy
Isaac . Appal and mucous surfaces of the system.
on file in the office of the Fee, $3,000 bond; bario Armljo, carry
Roller
1215
bley,
gineer
Mora
Ave.
mills,
ty of San Miguel and state of New
concealed weapon, $500 bond,
President; Charles Oreenclay, 8c Testimonials sent free. Pdlce 75 cents
ing
such
advertisement
having
and
clerk,,
(Continued ironi Yesterday)
Mexico, and also being residents of
per bottle. Sold by all drugists.
In the District Conrt.
retary.
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
set forth that said bids would be
Take Hall's Family, Pills for coiistl--'
township twelve north range ?3,East
In
court
the district
today Judge
house and two lots. A snap for
J
opened on this day, now, for good
.State of New Alexlcp
patlon.
to
board
the
Section
praying
reopen
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNJ'
Raynolds rendered final judgment in
cash.
reasons
known to the board,
Must sell this month
See
of
San
ss.
County
Miguel,
lines running north ajnd south be.NO. 804. Meeta second and foar
the case of
U. A. Smith, Brldgeton, Ind., had
It is ordered that the opening of the Water Charles C. BradenWersus Cutler Brothers.
I, Lorenzo Delgado, the undersigned tween sections eleven and fourteen
sustain
Supply
company
Thursday in O. R. C. haR Pionn kidney trouble fori years, and was so
Is
same
the
bids
be
and
said
hereby
clerk
and
county
recorder, and sections ten and fifteen and run
with rheumatism he could
ing the demurrer of the defendant to FOR. SALE 160 acres
building. Visiting member art or crippled
Improved farm
and
cleric Of the board of ning east and west between sections continued until the next meeting ot
not dress without help. He started
the
and
invied.
complaint
G,
plaintiff's
Peter
dlally
assessing
30
Emenakar,
miles east of Las Vegas, new huse,
omity commissioners of Baid county ten and eleven and sections fourteen this board.
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says:
the costs against the plaintiff. The
K., Richard Devina, T. B
"1 began to get beter at once, and
Bills allowed.
barn, fenced. Easy terms, Dr. Eck- ur Saa Miguel, do hereby certify, that and fifteen, which it is alleged have
plaintiff, it is understood, will appeal
now all my- trouble has left me and
ert. Century Building, St. Louis, Mo.
she foregoing; and attached two (2) been closed by John L. Taylor with
The following bills against the to the supreme court. Final
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO I do not feel that I ever had rheujudg
sages contain a correct and complete out legal authority and thereby shut-- county of San Miguel, N. M, having ment was also rendered In the case
matism. I rest well all night and tho'
Meets every Monday evening ai 59
copy of the tax levy made by the ting oft the permanent water used been filed and- sworn to after due of the First National Bank versus
years old, can now do the work
their haH on Sixth street. All vtsh of a man of 35 years. I would like
board of county commissioners afore for watering stock by the settlers in examination thereof, the same were Octaviano
Telles, plaintiff receiving
to
be the means of others getting benlng brethren cordially Invited to at
said, for the year A. D. 1912, on tax said locality and such petition hav approved and the clerk was directed $242.40.
UPRIGHT piano for rent. Apply Las
efit
from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
tend.
.
D.
J
N.
G.;
Fridenstine,
able property within the said county ing been read, the same is filed v!th to issue warrants upon the treasur
Vegas hospital.
O. G. Schaefer and Red
The Meyers Liquor company filed
Frank Friea, V. G.; T. M. Elwood substitutes.
iof San Miguel, at the meeting of the the clerk and upon due consideration er in settlement of same, t:
Cross Drug Co.
suit asking judgment" against Rafael
Karl
WerUs,
Treasurer
Secretary;
said board held on the 27th day of thereof,
Sebero Lucero, salary road
Martinez for $220.00 alleged to be due uuit ui,iN
'Furnished, two soutl
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
$ 83.05
A really effective Sidney and bladJuly, A. D. 1912 as shown by the rec
rooms en suite or separate, steam
It Is ordered by "the board that the overseer
on account.
der medicine must first stop the progord thereof on file In my office.
road overseer of District No. " with Ramon, Madrid, salary road
The case of MelinI and Eakin,
heat, electric light, breakfast if de
ress of the disease and then cure the
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tue
77.15
overseer
'Witness my hand and seal of e in and for said county of San Miguel
sired. 1022 Fourth street.
which has been before the court and
conditions that cause
Use Foley
this 27th day of July A. D. 1912. New Mexico, be and he bereb. is In- Alfredo
day evenings each month, at Wood Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladFiores,
salary as
for four court days, went to the
jury
35.00
man hall. Visiting Brothers ew der troubles and urinary iregularities.
RENT Strictly modern home
court house janitor
LORENZO DELGADO
(Seal)
structed to examine into said objury late yesterday afternoon, follow FOR
They are eafe and reliable. They
at
A.
Ideal
dlally invited to attend.
location;
County Clerk, etc., San Miguel Coun- structions so maintained by the said Florentino Montoya, interpre
elegantly
furnished;
ing the completion of lengthy argu
help quickly and permanently. In
'
2.00
no
C.
sick
8
Adler,
board
ter
New
Mexico.
See
President; E
Ward,
ty,
Cutler Broth
people.
sr.me
,
John L. Taylor, and that if
ments for the litigants. The case in
the yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
M. Martinez,
ers.
retary.
salary road
The following bill against the coun- are unlawful that he have tilth ob
and Red Cross Drug Co.
volves some $1,400.
79.60
overseer
New
was
Mexico,
ty of San Miguel,
structions removed as prayel for In
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house
presented and examined by the board said petition and that he leport bis J. M. Martinez, work Canon
1439.80 Guadalupe Baca, Services, bur
:
del Agua
the same was approved for payment doings in the premises at the Jiext
keeping rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
ial
10.00
Deciderio C. de Baca, lower
and the clerk- waa directed to Issue session of this boai d.
MM lbs. or Mora, Each Delivery
175.70 Romero Mere. Co., mdse. for
-- a warrant
FOR RENT For Elks only, a fpw
is
upon the treasurer of said
ing sewer
Assessment of J. A. Talley.
Iba. to
Iba Eash Delivery
20.25
prisoners t.
Mt. States T. & T. Co., tele
choice rooms in the New Elks'
:ounty for the payment of same,
K pfr 1M Ike.
In the matter of the assesment of
C8S Iba. to 1CS Iba Eaot. DeRvary
.20.00 Romero Merc. Co., mdse. for
Home.
wit:
laa par ICS Ike.
phone rent
certain lands in Precinct No. 8, San Roman
6 Iba. to CBS I be
Each Delivery
9.00
prisoners
404 par ig
Gallegos,
boarding
Felipe Lopez, deputy sheriff,' expenMiguel county, N. M.. the following
Laae Than 6 Iba, Each Delivery
210.50 Tomas Ortiz, fees constable. .
2.25 FOR RENT Fine suite of
Ifta par 1M Iba.
ses going after prisoner, 118.85.
prisoners
furnished
order was made,
8.00 Felipe Baca y Garcia,
Pablo Vigil, fees J. P..
fees
It is ordered that the board do now
housekeeping rooms, electrio lights,
and
treasurer
The
J. P.
5.50
to
Pablo
of
the
call
the
Jaramillo,
Interpreter
etc. Excellent location, 918
adjourn subject
baths,
of San Miguel county N. M., is
2.00 Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees
J. P. court
chairman thereof.
street
Eighth
J. P
hereby directed to assess .o J. A. Antonio Gallegos, fees consta6.00
FIDEL ORTIZ,
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purit
4.25 L. W. Ilfeld, mdse. county....
Talley, in Precinct No. 8 of said counand Lasting: Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
74.25
ble
?
Chairman,
Attest:
ty, for the years 1885 and 1909 both S. F. Hemler, work'on road.. '316.75 M. F. DesMarals, freight paid,
Famous Office 701 Doug-laLORENZO DELGADO, Clerk. .
Avenue.
so as to produce $22.00 tax, Basilio Lopez, repairing bridge
etc.
2.00
8.J
,',
Monday, August 5,' A. D. 1912. inclusive,
WE
a
TEACH
In
few
a
trade
you
Wels Mfg. Co., supplies school
Co., advertising
The board of county commissioners the following described lands,
Optic Pub.
months' time; no expense but your
39.50
50.36
bids
supt.
of the county of San Miguel, state Tract No. 1. Extending from the
work.f Electricity,
automobiles,
Felipe
Lopez, exp. deputy
of New Mexico, met in regular ses A. T. & S. F. Ry. 011 east, to Polaeco Optic Pub. Co., postal cards,
100 satisbricklaying.
plumbing,
18.85
41.15
etc
sheriff,
sion at the court house of said coun ranch on the west; bounded east by
workmen
40 Jobs going.
fied
today;
ty, in Las Vegas, New Mexico, on A. T. and S. F. Ry. and commencing Mercedes Mares, asst. jailer. . 40.00 Roman Gallegos, office exr
free.
United
Trade
Catalogue
etc
125.00
services
the first Monday in the month of at a point intersecting with the NE, Refugio Eaquibel,
School Contracting Co., Los An'
El
50.00
Co..
of
Chas.
cor.
ranch;
Jailer
Independiente
Townsley's
same
publish
5th
being August
August, the
geles.
12 30
Ortiz,
repairing
ing notices, etc.
1912, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon of thence N. 24 chs. along the A. T. & Domingo
Ei
47.00
of
Intersection
S.
to
F.
etc
rutrtiisiiCo.,
Ry.
Independiente
bridge,
point
said day.
51.50
boarding prisoners
1I4.-thence Eugenio Romero, Balary office
ing proceed'ngs, etc
,
Present: Fidel Ortiz, Chairman; with the Sangijuela grant;
Mo. Valley Bi. and I. Co., part
170.00 Felipe Lopez, exp. as dept.
Antonio A. Gallegos,' county commi- W. following the line of said grant exp. etc
1000.00
'
payment for bridge
etc
9.25
ssioner; Absent: John H. York, Lo- 95 chs. to a point; thence S. to point L. V. Light and Power Co.,
do
now
ordered
is
board
the
that
It
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
Roman Gallegos, fuel, commit
lights for court house, etc. 36.
renzo Delgado, clerk of the board; of intersection with the Polaeco line
among al
until
"
Aug
Thursday
morning
adjpurn
;
cor
etc
NE.
to
Poiacco's
42.00
Red Cross Drug Co., towels,
thence E.
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
ments,
Florentine Montoya, interpreter.
is
particular
o
worth
u.
thing
moat.
a.
at
ust
ciock.
iu
l&tn,
lvn,
1.8! Guadalupe
due
etc
Se?ura, bal.
The record of the proceedings of thence S. to center of Poiacco's
FIDEL ORTIZ,
'
That
to
want
is
sell
property
you
WORTH
to
of
19.80
some-onfor
road
E.
e
overseer
MOST to
begin Winters Drug Co., drugs
place
Saturday July 27th A. D. 1912 read, ranch; thence
Chairman.
Attest:
who
reads
the
in
ads.
9.P
180
this
Marcos
for
and
bal.
due
road
acres,
session.
in
and
Tafoya,
ning,
containing
newspaper
prisoners
would never
open
approved and signed
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
5.00
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
overseer, etc
Justice of the pence and Nonstable merly known as the Ida Cavanaugh Red Cross Drug Co., station..CD Antonio
. .
tract.
Gonzales, bal. due
ery, etc.
T'recirict No. 10.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wan
(To be Continued Tomorow)
'
4.80
2,92
road lOverseer
The resignations of the justice of Tract No. 2. Extending from lands Rosenthal Fur. Co., labor, etc.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
lO.r.
Co.,
Optic Pub.
publishing
the peace and constable of precinct now or formerly of Cora L. Talley, Romero Merc. Co., coffin
If any, medicines, have met
Few,
used machinery .and furniture, articles of usefulness of
10.0
C.
to
on
as
42.60
west
L.
the
commissioners
Coral
Ilfeld, service
Archibald,,
attorney
proceedings
No. 10 within the county of' Sau Mi now
with the uniform success that has atany
2 00 Antonio Gonzales,
east
B
on
A.
W.
S.
F.
Monico
A.
T.
and
of
line
the
Ry.
road
Conp.
Anaya,
New
sort, and musicalinstruments.
use
of Chamberlain's
Mexico, having
tended the
guel, etate of
or
1903
now
N.
10.00
on
lands
,
by
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Felipe Lopez, Interpreter pro
Tieretofore been presented to the and bounded
As the classified ads. are rsad "by ali o
3S.00 F. S. Chavez, comp. ete
6.7! The remarkable cures of colic and
jsiblebay srs, of a
loard and filed in the office of the formerly of Ida Cavanaugh; on east bate court
alin
It
effected
which
has
diarrhoea
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders'of the
possible
team
on
S.
Lorenzo
lands
&
F.
and
S.
rl?,
Ry.;
Delgado, salary, of
by
Felipe Lopez,
clerk, such resignations haviig been by A. T,
most every neighborhood have given
4.00
etc.
best markets!
89.00 it a wide
fice exp. etc.
now or formerly of M. J. Cavanaugh;
accjoted.
reputation. For sale by all
2.00
New
Mexico
now
or
dealers.
formerly of Refugio Esquibel, guard
penitentiary
Jt Is is ordered by f.:a h.ard that. on W. by lands
day.
Bonds of justice of the peace and
constable of precinct No. 4.
The bonds Of Manuel Domingues
heretofore appointed as Justice of the
peace of precinct No. 4, within the
county of San Miguel, New Mexico,
and Pablo Gonzales as constable of
said precinct being now presented to
the board together with their respec
tive, oaths of office and the same hav
ing been read and considered to be In
due form, they are regularly approv
ed by the board and fi'ed with the
s
clerk for record.
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28,
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Salesman

Have you any article, large or small, of which you wish to dispose?
advertisement in the classified section will sell it for you.

An

merchant and wish to let the public know youhavedesirable
merchandise, a display advertisement in The Optic will fill your storejwith
customers.
If you are a

in

V
,

o ptic

Inct tuiiivviii o
Hnvpw xmi
w v iuui,
lor you.
B m

5

SL

D

A

O

31

A

nnUcpi
--v.ww in

classified column will find It
the

Have you found something of apparent value?
will bring the owner to your door.

The Optic's classified ads

Though it is a first class class salesman and a first class detective, The
Optic does not charge the high fees demanded by such professions.
Advertising rates are reasonable.
these statements are true.

Investigate and be convinced that'all

O
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Meg Company
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Tomorrow,

Today,
'

t,

And Monday-
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WE WILL'SELL(i:
101b. Pail

Cottolenefor .. ...v

4 lb. Pa.il Coltolene for.

"

;

60c

6,

1912.

STILL ON BIGGER AND
TER THAN EVER.

IS

BET-

We Now Have a Con' pale
Line of

UILD1!
.

"'

.HiSTF.

evening.
THREATENS
TO CONTEST
AC
TIONS OF THE BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

ULU111IHU

V-

-

7

Having been notified late yesterday
afternoon by the county roads
For Fall and Winter, This line
The body of Edward Heiman, who
appointed recently under
is designed especially for young
died Monday morning at the Las Ve- the new state law, that any action
gas hospital, will be sent on train toward letting the contracts for the Brass beds, 2 inch posts,
men. The well rounded hand
No. 2 tonight to his home in St. Louis proposed new bridges at Azul, Pecos
the f 18 kind, like above $10X3
and Villanueva would be contested 11.95 for 2.60 iron beds.
for burial.
tailored shoulders, the Hand
by that body, the board of county ?3.85 for the $5.00 metal couches with
worked Lapels, the neck-huThe Simlson orchestra of six pieces commissioners, at a brief session
drop sides.
will visit El Porvenlr next Sunday, this morning, decided to postpone $2.75 for $3.50 cotton top mattresses.
of the Collar, the perfect fitting
September 2$. Two concerts will bf the opening of bids Until "Wednesday, $1.85 for wool cot mattresses.
Back and the free and
given during the day, in the outdod October 2. Six bids were lying upon $4.85 fcr all cotton mattresses,
easy
facy
the
table
and
several bidders were
pavilion and In th hotel.
tick, imperial edge, $0.50 value.
of
the
inTrousers
drape
are
in L&s Vgaa, having come from dis- 75c
60c
printed linoleum, sq. yd
tant
dividual
cities
to
There will be no meeting of the
explain their proposi 85c printed linoleum, sq. yd. ....70c
points found in this
Wilson and Marshall
club at '.ha tions
$1.25 granite Inlaid, sq. yd
; . .95c
make
of
clothes, that give to
At their session
court house Thursday night. The
yesterday after- $1.45 inlaid linoleum, sq. yd. ,...$1.25
court room Is not ready for occupan- noon when the road commissioners $1.60 inlaid linoleum,
them
a
distinctive
sq. ya. ..$1.36
pertonality
cy. Notice of meeting will be given had stated their position, the county
MASON'S BEST JARS..
that
can
best
you
commissioners
later.
appreciate
decided to adjourn Pints 80c, quarts 90o, half
gallons
until this morning to give the bidders
when you try them on.
$1.20 a dozen.
The Knighta of Columbus will meet an
to express their opin- Jelly glasses, with tops, 40c a dozen.
tonight in regular
session ion as to whether the bids should be
off on all blankets, owing to
in their rooms In the O. R. C. ball. opened.
11...
This morning the bidders
an overstock of seme.
All members are urged to be present. were unable to announce an aerwi- The knigjhts have some important ment and it was decided to put off
runner consideration of bridge matbusiness for transaction tonight
Opposite the V. M. C. A.
ters for a week.
The
new
The Southwestern Building and
roads commission is comFinch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Loan company, is now settled In Its posed of A. A. Jones, William
Springnew offices on Lincoln avenue In the er and,Sotenes Delgado. The two in the wood. Direct from distillery
Coors building, having removed office first mentioned were t.hn mmhQM to you. At the Lobby, at course
tittlngs and other property from tha of the board who notified the county
The many friends of Fred Westerroom In the opera house block yester commissioners to take no action i
one of the .proprietors of the
man,
to
day afternoon. The office is a light regard
letting bridge contracts.
Bismark restaurant, will be glad to
and airy one, and, is modem In every This morning John D. W. Veeder
ap- learn that, after an illness of many
way. It la equipped with a large fire peareu m tne commissione- proof vault to; be used by the com He was brim full of adjectives and weeks, he was able to be out today
j
pany for storing papers and records. appeared anxious to make a Bpeecb, for the first time. Mr. Westerman
took
a drive with his partner, A. C
Wis denied the privilege nf t3iir
&rb, this morning.
he is
Though
Tonight the Las Vegas lodge of the ing, as the board was in session
only weak, he is
his
Degree of Rebekah will hold a celegradually
regaining
minutes, and went away appar
bration in honor of the thirty-firs- t
ency aDout ready to explode, Mr, strength.
anniversary of the founding of the Veeder is said patriotically to have
The marriage of Miss Bessie Dunn
degree. The Odd 'ellows, the order muueeo. tne road .commissioners to
with which the Rebekahs are affiliat vane tne position assumed
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
by them. ,t
Dunn, to Dr. H. J. Hoag of Mora, was
The county road comitiiHBtnr,
ed, will join with them Jn the festiv
celebrated
ities of the evening. An excellent though, it is said,
yesterday at noon at the
they have not
Dunn home at Gascon. Father Ber
program has ' been prepared. The teivea tneir proper
credentials, seem nard of Mora
officiated.
services will occur in the Odd Fel extremely anxious to look ft
The mar
lows' building on Sixth street.
riage ceremony was attended only
affairs of the county, Just
why the
legislature should have created such by members of the families of the
young couple and a few intimate
a
Recently Issued postal rules and
commission is
as they
regulations prohibit the Isfeu'inig of are admittedly of no practical value friends. Dr. and Mrs, Hoag will re
'
side in Mora.
mail from the general delivery win to the various counties and a
nf
dow to school children who are on no worth to
anybody but the demo
their wpy to and front school and cratic party, which seeks
bowling contest held last
timnrt In the the
Postmaster F. O. Blood btatea that them to build up a machine in
'on
night
Remember we carry a full line of COMFORTS,
alleys in the Elks' club
parh
this law will be enforced sti'tly. lu big subdivision .of the state.
house, the Kelly team defeated the
The Hoke
the past little children, soma not tall road commissioners,
BLANKETS, E1C,
aggregation In two out of three
according to the
games, winning the tournament by
to
reach the window, have law, are under no bond and
enough
why the over 100
'
formed the habit of calling at the county
points.
'
commissioners, all of whom
postoffice several times a day and are under bond, should be
obliged to
The Implicit confidence that many
asking for mail. This is not only a turn over to them funds, received
23-62- 5
DOUGLAS AVE.
people have in Chamberlain's Colic,
violation of the postal laws but causes through levies made
by the
Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy is
the clerks much trouble and Mr. commissioners, for the care of county rounded and
on their experience; in the
roads
Blood says It must be stopped.
is a matter that many
use of that reinery and their know
ledge of the many remarkable cures
persons cannot sea through;
y
colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that
as they arcs not directly re- of
it has effected.' For sale 'by all desi'
sponsible to the tax pavers. Tmn. ers.
S
ble was foreseen whan
A
., uuu tun C1D10,- ture created the county road mm.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
missioners and it annear that t.QO
FOR RENT A ' desirable five room
Vegas and San Miguel county a.
THE SLFEKIC7JTY CF "CLD KCr.IESTEAQ" HCDH
about to have a practical demonstrahouse, with bath, all modern con'
tion. The three
by our new 'pressing system"
at a bargain. Owner
veniences,
bridges which the
it has the same attractive apcounty
leaving town for the winter. 1013
commissioners contemnla.tfi
Trade demands (ius flour to such extent that local
Eleventh street.
building were asked for in a petipearance that it has when
unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
tion bearing the names of a
mew.: Our process gives the
large
numbers of property owners. In unite
of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
methods
shirt the proper stiffness withof this fact the countv mad nmmia.
board-like
out that harsh,
eioners step in and assert that
Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
the
effect.
A
county tax payers shall not have such
its
superiority and selling qualities.
Midges and if their. 'representatives,
And, owing to the fact that
me
county commissioners, attnmnt
there is no friction used to
drder "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant.
to build the structures
they will meet
WORTH
iron your garments, by this
witu opposition.
The whole nrono.
method, there is positively
sition looks
like an at- considerably
no opportunity for unneces-- .
wmpi on tne part of the democratic
roads commission to take credit fnr
sary wear-- .
Process for the
Vacuum
Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque
Putting through, a program alrearfv
i Our"press ironers" make
planned and about to ba executed
Treatment
of
Coffee, mechanic
by
your linens nt and look betthe county commissioners.
What the
ally purifying and cleansing the
ter and wear better.
result will be is not known. ; The
coffe bean, rendering powerless
county commissioners are determined
TRY OUR WORK
the properties considering baneto build the bridges and tho mad
Jefferson Ray nolds President
ful to persons of extreme nercommissioners are determined not to
E. D. Reynolds "Vice President
tM'ett Reynolds Cashier
allow them to do so. The matter
vous temperament, producing
V eff
may
B. Davis Vice President
H.
Stephen
Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
nave to be fought out in the courts
sleeplessness, nervous chills and
before it can be
untangled.
tremblings, headaches, irritabg

am mum

'

4 lbs. Fancy Ripe Tomatoes (or 25 cts.

opm-tunlt-

'1

One-fift-

1

PAT. CARRIER SYSTEM

!

corn-missi- on,

AT THE STOUE OF

N. B.

Attention Odd Fellows. All Odd
are requested to be present
at the lodge rooms at 8 o'clock this
Fellows

to the White Kitchen for good
home cooking; best service and cleanliness.
Special dinner Sunday. No
extra charge. Meal? 25 cents.

.1 $1.50

.

DELAYS BRIDGE

Go

::

ECPTEMO-?-

:

Seo Van Petten for lnauranca.

Saturday

THURSDAY,

BijJ September
R0ADIDS1 TheSACRIFICE
SALE

LOCAL NEWS

;

OPTIC,
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me ROSENTHAL
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GREENBEROER
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Let 'Us HlVg Your

The, Famous Egyptian Cotton

Orders Early

m

Felt Mattress

Guaranteed for 20 years

J. H. STEARNS

The Best Mattress on the
Market at any price?

.

PUR.E THINGS TO EAT

-

eW-

'

J,.C. Johnsenl,. Son
.

hard-heade- d

espt-ciall-

If Your Shirt

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
93.93
EMPRESS Flou CASH

com-pctito-

All grocers
ONLY
-

htjfo

Oomo of

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD

as Steam

Phone Main

,

$1.00

;i.:101

81

617 Dough$

Tfy a dram of Old Taylor Iwuroon
at th Opera Bar.

Are

NOW THAT THE OUTDOOR
FLOWERS ARE FROZEN

1.00
'

25 lb.:. Native Plums.

Las

Laundry

lb M cf Evcryilily EctcKa

25 lhs. Fancy. German Primes

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

.

Trv a Sack You'll Like it. ..

;

rs

VHILE

UAN-MILL-

COME RUNNING

I

DISCOVERY

GEf!
EMPRESS, you know, Is that "Mlqhty-Good- "
Flour that makes Baking a De!:;f4

FOR A FEW DAY

If

Is Laundered

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, SJS.OO
We pTirphftaed nwveral carload e of tMa beautiful dlnnefwfiret and on I
large p immune enabled the umuulamnrer to give us au exclusive dentin
ml a very low price. We art cliartfinK part of the Com to "advertising
c
you to pay
fit.. i
is of a hpatiLilul "CoHmon" (jcaitrii find cannot be Oimticated in
criiitllty for lent) than t!4 in Buy retail cbma storo. It is guaranteed by bottt
ue nmnntaolurer fiDd ourselves.
vt iuAKnti,irti r iour. oena us uve
jiiiwrw ih a coupon in every
mpona aurt t;t.!to In cash, drmit, postal or exurosa aony ortler, and we will
end you ono of those beautlnil ets by frefKlU;, Arinrena
Cfoupoua and ro
4nii(anro to The Chiua B&Department of the t.Hrbee KlotirMvmia oonjpauy,
fiuce to write your nunie and aifires plniniy.
ttuU'hilnaon, Kannas.
amo
ror
rue oouooub in la ka hk hj'b laour are
n.x era' Biiycrwan
Kod

-

OFtnnSTn ATFI1' :fi 0

iii

ility, indigestion, etc.
Vacuum Treated Coffee has
been proven by rigid tests. You
can drink it without the return
of the usual 111 effects.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Price in lib. Cans

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

You will need some of our fine Cut Roses for

Capital,

your tab!e and for gifts for your friends.

507

ix,,

s,n

PEI1I1Y ONION
--

SEEDSMEN

I

&

Fa

5lON

FLORISTS

v,gMm

8100,000

Surplus, and'Unmvidbd Profits $35,000

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and

Clllldfl
The Coffee Maa

.

Within the Scope of Good Eankir't.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
1

I

